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Symposium ―Electrodynamic Activity of Living Cells‖ is the 9th event 
in the series of international scientific meetings that started more than 
two decades ago. The first meeting was entitled ―Biophysical Aspects 
of Cancer‖ (July 6-9, 1987) and was organized by the Faculty of 
Mathematics and Physics and 1st Medical Faculty of the Charles 
University in Prague. At this occasion the eminent anglo-german 
physicist H. Fröhlich presented the lecture ―Coherence in Biology‖ and 
W.R. Adey the lecture ―Evidence for Tissue Interactions with 
Microwaves and other Nonionizing Electromagnetic Fields in Cancer 
Promotion‖. The next meeting was included as a separate section into 
the International conference ―Neuronet‘93‖ (September 20-25, 1993). 
This section was devoted to the Fröhlich coherent systems and 
information transfer. The role of Fröhlich coherence in the neural 
activity was discussed too. Next meeting on ―Biophysical Aspects of 
Coherence‖ was organized in September 11-15, 1995. 
 
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics (now Institute of 
Photonics and Electronics) of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech 
Republic has taken over the main initiative to organize the meetings 
since 1998. The series continued with 
 
―Electromagnetic Fields in Biological Systems‖ (September 13-15, 
1998), 
―Electromagnetic Aspects of Selforganization in Biology‖ (July 9-12, 
2000), 
―Endogenous Physical Fields in Biology‖ (July 1-3, 2002),―Coherence 
and  Electromagnetic Fields in Biological Systems‖ (July 1-4, 2005), 
―Biophysical Aspects of Cancer – Electromagnetic Mechanisms‖ (July 
1-3, 2008). 
 
The 1st Medical Faculty of the Charles University and the Faculty of 
Electrical Engineering of the Czech Technical University in Prague 
were co-organizers of all these meetings. Their program contained 
estimation of the role of microtubules in generation of electrodynamic 
activity of living cells and the physical part of the cancer transformation 
pathway based on experimental data and theoretical concepts.
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The interplay of DNA and water at the origin of 
informational structures in living organisms 
 

Emilio Del Giudice1,*, Alberto Tedeschi2 

 
1 International Institute of Biophysics, Neuss, Germany, Emilio.DelGiudice@mi.infn.it 
1 WHITE Holographic Bioresonance, Milano, Italy 
 
Recently the group led by Luc Montagnier has found that some bacterial and viral DNA 
sequences are able to induce low frequency electromagnetic waves in high aqueous dilutions. 
This phenomenon occurs only when an ambient electromagnetic background of very low 
frequency is present. We discuss this phenomenon in the framework of quantum field theory. 
The reported electromagnetic signals appear to be connected with the coherent excitations of 
the Coherence Domains of water induced by the interaction of biomolecules with water. 
 
 

Cell dynamics determined by using photon counts statistics 
 
Eduard van Wijk1,2,*, Jan van der Greef1,3, Roeland van Wijk1,2 

 
1 Netherlands Metabolomics Centre/ Sino Dutch Center for Preventive and Personalized 
Medicine, 
Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands, epa.vanwijk@lacdr.leidenuniv.nl 
2 Meluna Research, Amersfoort, The Netherlands 
3 TNO Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research, Zeist, The Netherlands 

 
Emerging data analysis in combination with photon counting technologies to measure photon 
signals of ultra-weak intensities without using any artificial enhancer or stimulation provides 
researchers with novel descriptions of in vivo biological processes. In the present experiment 
photon emission/ chemiluminescence from isolated neutrophils granulocytes, indicating the 
immune reaction against the invasion of microorganisms, was recorded. Neutrophils 
granulocytes kills the microorganisms by producing reactive oxygen species (ROS). The 
reactive oxygen species are produced in the ―respiratory burst‖ process which can be activated 
by PMA (Phorbol 12-Myristate 13-Acetate).  Chemiluminescence is emitted during this 
reaction. Commonly, the reaction is demonstrated utilizing the enhancer luminol. However, 
with the use off highly sensitive photomultiplier equipment it is also recorded without 
enhancer. In that case photon count statistics may assist in understanding the underlying 
metabolic activity of these cells. 
 
Neutrophils were isolated from 50 ml of freshly drawn heparinized whole blood from pig after 
dextran sedimentation of erythrocytes for 45 minutes. After isolation, neutrophils were washed 
by centrifugation and resuspension in HBSS in several cycles. Cells were resuspended in fresh 
HBSS and counted before use. Neutrophil viability, assessed by the ability of the cells to 
exclude trypan blue, was always more than 90%.  Photon emission of a 10 ml cell suspension 
(in a petri dish of 5 cm diameter) was measured (without using enhancer substances) in a 
temperature stabilized chamber connected to an extreme sensitive cooled photo-multiplier 
system. Recording was performed with consecutive 0.05s periods. Respiratory burst was 
induced by adding 10-20µg PMA to the petri dish.  
 
Results documented an increase in photon emission of 50% starting 600 sec after stimulating 
the cells with PMA. Increased photon signals recorded in the quasi stable period were used to 
calculate the behaviour of the Fano factor Fn (T), regarding different window sizes. The Fano 
factor is defined by the variance over the mean of the number of photoelectrons within the 
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observation time T. The analysis demonstrated that the Fano factor of true signal and not of the 
surrogate signals obtained by random shuffling increases when the window size rises. The 
deviations from Poisson distribution as a function of the window size used for calculation of 
the Fano factor provides information on the correlation between metabolic process involved in 
photon production. 
 
It is concluded that rapid recording techniques permit documentation of photon count 
distributions within ultra-weak photon emission of biological organisms. The recorded 
distributions may be utilized within the concept that photons in a biological system are part of 
an integrated organization of bio-chemical reactions. In this context, the photon count statistics  
may provide information regarding specific properties of the leukocyte metabolic system. The 
new parameter needs further validation. 

 
 
The Armstrong Experiment as High Voltage Laboratory 
 
Elmar C. Fuchs1* and Astrid H. Paulitsch-Fuchs1 

 
1 Wetsus, Centere of Excellence for Sustainable Water Technology, Agora 1, 8900 CC 
Leeuwarden, The Netherlands 
* e-mail: elmar.fuchs@wetsus.nl  

 
When a high-voltage direct-current is applied to two beakers filled with water or polar liquid 
dielectrica, a horizontal bridge forms between the two beakers. This experiment was first 
carried out by Lord Armstrong in 1893 and then forgotten until recently. Such bridges are 
stable by the action of electrohydrodynamic forces caused by electric field gradients 
counteracting gravity. Due to these gradients a permanent pumping of liquid from one beaker 
into the other is observed. At macroscopic scale several of the properties of a horizontal water 
bridge can be explained by modern electrohydrodynamics, analyzing the motion of fluids in 
electric fields. Whereas on the molecular scale water can be described by quantum mechanics, 
there is a conceptual gap at mesoscopic scale which is bridged by a number of theories 
including quantum mechanical entanglement and coherent structures in water; theories which 
are currently discussed. Much of the phenomenon is already understood, but even more can 
still be learned from it, since such ―floating‖ liquid bridges resemble a small high voltage 
laboratory of there own: The physics of liquids in electric fields of some kV/cm can be studied, 
even long time experiments like neutron or light scattering are feasible since the bridge is in a 
steady-state equilibrium and can be kept stable for hours. It is also an electro-chemical reactor 
where compounds are transported through by the electrohydrodynamic flow, enabling the 
study of electrochemical reactions under potentials which are otherwise not easily accessible. 
Last but not least the bridge provides the experimental biologist with the opportunity to expose 
biomatter like bacteria to electric fields without killing them, but with a significant influence 
on their behaviour. 
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Ultra-weak photon emission from synchronized and non-
synchronized yeast cells, Saccharomyces cerevisiae - 2 
dimensional imaging study 
 
Ankush Prasad1, Michal Cifra2, Pavel Pospišil1* 

 
1 Laboratory of Biophysics, Centre of the Region Hana for Biotechnological and Agricultural 
Research, Faculty of Science, Palacky University, Šlechtitelů 11, 783 71 Olomouc, Czech 
Republic 
2  Bioelectromagnetic Coherence Group, Institute of Photonics and Electronics, Chaberska 57, 
182 00 Prague, Czech Republic 
Emails: prasad.ankush@gmail.com, cifra@ufe.cz, pospip@prfnw.upol.cz 

 
The present study deals with ultra-weak photon emission from synchronized and non-
synchronized yeast cells Saccharomyces cerevisiae (cold sensitive-tubulin mutants tub2-401 
(strain CUY67 Mata tub2-401 ura3-52 ade2-101). One- and two-dimensional photon emission 
was measured using highly sensitive photomultiplier tube (PMT) and charged coupled device 
(CCD) camera. It was found that synchronised cells have significantly higher ultra-weak 
photon emission as compared to the non-synchronised cells. In pararell to ultra-weak photon 
emission, the  distribution of cell cycle phase in the synchronized yeast culture after transfer 
from restrictive to permissive temperature was measured by immunoflurescence microscopy. 
The data obtained reveal that the cells division is associated with photon emission. It is 
concluded that the enhancement in ultra-weak photon emission in the synchronised cells is 
likely due to the overlap in the cell cycle. The photon emission dominated in the region from 
450-800 nm measured using band-pass filters. Electronically excited species such as excited 
triplet carbonyls and singlet oxygen are the likely candidates as the final emitters of photons. 
We propose here that the ultra-weak photon emission can be used as a non-invasive tool for the 
detection of cellular stage of cells and further the variabilty in the emission can be employed to 
study the phenomenon of biocommunication in yeast cells. 
 
This work was supported by the grants of the Centre of the region Haná for biotechnological 
and agricultural research CZ.1.05/2.1.00/01.0007, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports 
of Czech Republic MSM6198959215. 
 
 

Multiscale Modelling of Microtubules and Actin 
Microfilaments 
 
Deriu Marco A.1* 

 
1 Industrial Bioengineering Group, Department of Mechanics, Politecnico di Torino, Torino, 
Italy 
E-mail: marco.deriu@polito.it  

 
Microtubules (MTs) and actin microfilaments (MFs) are polar cytoskeleton filaments made of 
hierarchically organized building blocks. In particular, tubulin monomers arrange in specific 
lattices to build up MTs while MFs are composed by G-actin monomers arranged in a helical 
shape. A quantitative characterization of the mechanical properties of MTs and MFs could 
strongly enhance the understanding of their biological function. While several experimental 
studies with atomic resolution have been carried out to better understand the relationship 
between monomer structure and the monomers‘ organization in the filament (MTs or MFs), 
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there is still uncertainty over a number of issues, such as the dependency of bending stiffness 
and persistence length on the molecular structure. 
 
Starting from the complete knowledge of the molecular atomic structure (i.e., tubulin and G-
actin atomic structures), computational modelling approaches such as Molecular Dynamics 
(MD) allow to get insight into energetic and mechanical properties at the molecular scale 
(nanoscale). However, with the traditional all-atom molecular modelling techniques the 
investigation of long time scales (>100 ns) dynamics or large systems (>50 nm) is still 
unfeasible. 
 
The aim of our work is to develop multiscale models of cellular MTs and MFs in order to 
study how their mechanical properties depend on their building block molecular structure and 
on their organization into the filament structure. Aiming at determining the mechanical 
properties (in terms of bending stiffness, Young‘s modulus, and persistence length) of entire 
MTs and MF with length up to 500 nm, an approach coupling all-atom MD to coarse-graining 
CG Normal Mode Analysis (NMA) was developed, the NMA being a powerful tool for the 
mode-by-mode analysis of the dynamic behaviour of both MTs and MFs. 
Moreover, a multiscale modelling strategy was also developed to study the dynamic behaviour 
of these cytoskeleton filaments under the effect of thermal motion or mimicking experimental 
conditions such as indentation by atomic force microscopy. The approach allows the 
parameterization of a specific CG force field and is suitable to perform CG dynamics on the 
entire MTs or MFs filament structure with length up to the μm. The multiscale approach is 
based on the well known Boltzmann inversion method. In detail, the supramolecular MTs and 
MFs are modelled as composed by several CG beads (representative of the all-atomistic 
structure). Thus the number of considered degrees of freedom was thousands times smaller 
than the one necessary for the all-atom model with explicit solvent, and the integration time 
step could be raised substantially up leading to faster simulations. Stochastic dynamics 
simulations of entire MTs and MFs with length up to micrometers for dynamics of many 
microseconds have been carried out. From the direct observation of the MT fluctuations under 
the thermal effects, MTs and MFs mechanical properties, were found to be directly comparable 
with experimental observations.  
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Nonlinear Ionic Pulses along Microtubules 
 
Miljko V. Satarić1 and Bogdan M. Satarić1 

 

1 Faculty of Technical Sciences, University of Novi Sad 
 Trg D. Obradovića 6, 21000 Novi Sad, Serbia  
e-mail: bomisat@neobee.net 

 
Microtubules (MTs) are cytoskeletal biopolymers shaped as nanotubes that are essential for 
cell motility, cell division and intracellular trafficking. Here we investigate their 
polyelectrolyte character that plays a very important role in ionic transport throughout cellular 
environment. The model we propose demonstrates an essentially nonlinear behavior of ionic 
currents which are guided by MTs. These features are primarly due to the dynamics of 
tubulin‘s C-terminal tails which are extended out of the surface of the MT cylinder[1,2]. We also 
demonstrate that the origin of nonlinearity stems from the nonlinear capacitance of each 
tubulin dimmer. This brings about conditions required for the creation and propagation of 
solitonic ionic waves along the MT axis. We conclude that a MT plays the role of a biological 
nonlinear transmission line for ionic currents[2]. These currents might be of interest for cell 
division and perhaps can play some important role even in cognitive processes in nerve cell. 
We expect that this kind of localized ionic waves could have the basic role in many vital 
cellular activities. 
 
First the process of cell division needs the synchronized depolymerisation of MTs. It can be 
caused by the localized Ca++ waves of our model, reaching MT plus ends and triggering the 
onset of massive detachment of tubulin dimmers  from MT tips. 
 
If just pure diffusion of Ca++ ions through the bulk cytosol is left to rule this depolymerisation, 
the mistakes in this process would overwhelm the needed coordination. 
 
In the very interesting paper[3] it was explained that in hair bundles (kinocilium) in the inner 
ear, consisting of the MT doublets, the myosin motor-driven oscillations are controlled by Ca++ 
ions directed from ion  channels along Mts. 
 
These ions cause a fraction of myosin motors to detach and thus tune the oscillations of 
kinocilium as the reaction on a corresponding acoustic signal. This mechanism can also be 
explained by the localized Ca++ waves elaborated here! 
 
[1]  M.V. Satarić, D. Ilić, N. Ralević and J.A. Tuszynski 
 Eur. Biophys. J. 38, 637 (2009) 
[2] M.V. Satarić, D. Sekulić and M. Ţivanov 
 Journ. Comput. Theor. Nanosci. 7, 2281 (2010) 
[3] T. Duke, J. Phys. Condensed Matter 15, S1747 (2003)
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Systems Information  Therapy and the central role of the 
brain in allostasis 
 
Alberto Foletti*, Settimio Grimaldi° 
 
*Lugano, Switzerland and  Institute of Translational Pharmacoly, CNR, Rome,Italy , 
contact@albertofoletti.ch 
°Institute of Translational Pharmacoly, CNR, Rome Italy , settimio.grimaldi@ift.cnr.it 
 
This work arose from the necessity to up date and clarify some basic concepts in contemporary 
medical practice such as those of health, disease, therapy and prevention. According to this 
perspective the work starts with a general epistemological review and goes on with an 
epistemological revision of biology and medicine. 
 
The concept of adaptation and the central role of the brain is then analysed and stated as the 
base to next consideration and deepening from a biophysical perspective. Physiopathology of 
adaptation is assumed as a  key concept in the definition and in the understanding of health and 
disease. A huge amount of endogenous and external stimuli has to be processed and response 
to them may lead to increase, stability or decrease of coherence in agreement with Frohlich‘s 
pioneering ideas.  In this framework, the concept of stress, allostasis and allostatic load are 
outlined. Allostasis is defined as the capability of keeping stability through dynamic changes. 
A particular attention is paid to the emerging paradigms in biology and medicine especially 
those of system biology and system medicine trying to integrate the concept of complexity and 
hierarchical organization of the information flow in living organisms and in humans. In this 
framework biophysical signalling could play a significant role in modulating endogenous 
dynamics and in mediating external interactions. Additionally biophysical mechanisms could 
be involved in biological systems inner communication and could be responsible for the 
maintenance of systems inner coherence.    
 
The integration of the biophysical paradigm into contemporary medical practice is leading 
from one side to a better understanding of many pathways in physiopathology and from the 
other side to some new effective clinical applications. System Information Therapy is, for 
instance, a suitable and coherent tool in the application of these concept being able to restore 
the self regulation and self regeneration capabilities both at the local and at the system level 
operating with endogenous and external electromagnetic signals in the range of extremely low 
frequency. 
 
Some practical application are described such as the clinical detection and treatment of 
fluctuating asymmetry.  Fluctuating asymmetry, as well known, is related to the presence of an 
allostatic load and its disappearance after a biophysical treatment is a good clinical evidence of 
restoring of allostasis mediated by the brain at systemic level presumably through a 
biophysical repatterning in which we assume a key role should be played by membranes, 
cytoskeleton and especially by microtubules. 
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Targeting Mitochondria for Cancer Treatment 
 
Jiří Pokorný, Michal Cifra, Anna Jandová, Fedor Šrobár 
 
Institute of Photonics and Electronics AS CR 
Chaberská 57, 182 51 Prague 8, Czech Republic 
pokorny@ufe.cz 

 
Warburg effect – blocked off the pyruvate pathway to mitochondrial coenzyme A – is a general 
property of cancer cells. Mitochondria have irreplaceable function in the cell, in particular in 
generation of strong static field, water ordering, and energy supply to microtubule oscillations. 
Dichloroacetate sodium (DCA) may break the blockage along the pyruvate pathway and 
restore mitochondria and cell normal function or trigger appoptosis of damaged cell. Drugs 
with similar effects such as vitamin E analogues are under preparation. Mitaplatin – fusion of 
cisplatin and dichloroacetate – was synthesized and its anti-tumor effect studied in vitro too. 
The substantial preclinical evidence was accumulated on DCA treatment. 
 
The Medicor Cancer Centres, a Canadian medical institute in Torono, used DCA in more than 
560 cases of cancer treatment in pallitive setting. The treated malignacies contained – for 
instance – metastatic renal carcinoma, metastatic lung carcinoma, metastatic ovarian 
carcinoma, mesothelioma, glioblastoma multiforme, and melanoma with brain metastases. 
Positive responses were experienced in 60 – 70% of treated patients. DCA has anti-tumor 
effects at low toxicity. In exceptional cases DCA transformed aggressive cancer from a fatal to 
a chronic disease with simple medications. Side effects are dose and age dependent and in the 
majority of cased they are not severe. Tumor lysis syndrom (when large number of tumor cells 
are rapidly killed) may be dangerous.  
 
The preclinical evidence point out that DCA may be useful to treat cancer in humans. The 
experience with both in vitro and in vivo models of DCA effect should be translated to early-
phase clinical trials. Cancer is a complex microevolution process whose transformation 
pathway is multistep and multibranch. Cancer process utilizes and gradually alters basic life 
mechanisms. Cancer treatment should be complex too, target essential links – chemical, 
genetic, and physical – in different branches of the transformation pathway, and use 
combinations of different methods and different chemical drugs. 
 
 

Detection and understanding of biophoton transmission in 
neural circuits  
 
Jiapei Dai 
 
Wuhan Institute for Neuroscience and Neuroengineering, South-Central University for 
Nationalities, Wuhan 430074, China. E-mail: jdai@mail.scuec.edu.cn 
 
It has been widely accepted that neural communication is mediated via bioelectricity or 
chemical molecules such as neurotransmitters, and the processes of which are named as 
bioelectrical and chemical transmission, respectively. However, in our recent study, we found 
that biophotons may be as neural communication signals, raising a new way of neural 
communication, called ―biophoton transmission‖.  Therefore, in order to better understand the 
question how biophotons play a important role in the neural communication, the following 
issues need to be addressed further: (1) develop new ways to detect biophoton transmission in 
neural circuits; (2) understand the mechanism of biophoton conduction along neural fibers or 
in neural circuits; (3) build up novel models for neural information coding based on biophoton 
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transmission and quantum theory; (4) understand the relationship between bioelectrical and 
biophotonic activities in the nervous system. We expect to raise a new way for the explanation 
of fundamental mechanisms of neural communications and the functions of nervous system 
such as vision, learning and memory, consciousness, as well as the mechanisms in human 
neurological diseases. 
 
 

On the Photonic Cellular Communication/Interaction and 
the Electric Activity of Neurons in the Human Brain 
 
V. Salari1, J. Tuszynski2, I. Bokkon3, M. Cifra4  
 
1 IMPMC, UPMC, Paris, France, vahid.salari@impmc.upmc.fr  
2Department of Physics, University of Alberta, Canada, jackt@ualberta.ca 
3Doctoral School of Pharmaceutical and Pharmacological Sciences, Semmelweis University, 
Budapest, Hungary, Bokkoni@yahoo.com 
4Institute of Photonics and Electronics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague, 
Czech Republic, cifra@ufe.cz  

 
In addition to electrical and chemical signals living cells communicate via electromagnetic 
radiation [1, 2, 3, 4] as is discussed in the present talk. Also, we argue for the possibility of 
signal propagation in the form of ultraweak photon emission (UPE) in neurons of the brain. 
This statement is supported by recent experimental confirmation of photon guiding properties 
of a single neuron [5].  Furthermore, we discuss the interaction between the UPE and 
microtubules (MTs). We explain how UPE can provide favourable conditions for MTs to 
support coherent states. Our theoretical analysis indicates that the interaction of UPE and MTs 
causes transitions/fluctuations of MTs between coherent and incoherent states. MTs have been 
implicated as playing an important role in the signal and information processing taking place 
in the mammalian, and especially human, brain. We put forth a hypothesis that electrodynamic 
interactions between various cytoskeletal structures, particularly with MTs playing a central 
role, and ion channels crucially regulate the neural information-processing mechanism. A 
significant relationship between the fluctuation function of MTs and alpha-EEG diagrams is 
elaborated on in our work. We argue that the role of UPE in the brain merits special attention 
[6] in the context of subcellular communication.  
 
References: 
[1] Albrecht-Buehler, Rudimentary form of cellular ―vision‖, PNAS. USA. 89 (1992) 
8288–8292. 
[2] Farhadi et al, Evidence for non-chemical, non-electrical intercellular signalling in 
intestinal epithelial cells, Bioelectrochemistry 71 (2007) 142–148. 
[3] Cifra et al, Electromagnetic cellular interactions, Progress in Biophysics and 
Molecular Biology, (2010), 1-24. 
[4] Fels, Cellular Communication through Light, PLoS One, 4 (2010), e5086. 
[5] Sun et al, Biophotons as neural communication signals demonstrated by in situ 
biophoton autography, Photochem Photobiol Sci 9 (2010) 315–322. 
[6] Rahnama et al, Emission of Mitochondrial Biophotons and their Effect on Electrical 
Activity of Membrane via Microtubules, J Integrative Neuroscience. 10 (2011), 65-88.
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Electric field generated by longitudinal axial microtubule 
vibration modes based on atomic resolution microtubule 
model 
 
Michal Cifra1,*, Daniel Havelka2, Marco A. Deriu3 

 

1Institute of Photonics and Electronics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, 
Prague, Czech Republic 
Tel: +420-284680260; Fax: +420-284680222; E-mail: cifra@ufe.cz 

2Department of Electromagnetic Field, Faculty of Electrical Engineering 
CTU in Prague, Prague, Technicka 2, 16627, Czech Republic 
Tel: +420-224-352-271; Fax: +420-233-339-958; E-mail: haveldan@fel.cvut.cz 

3Industrial Bioengineering Group, Department of Mechanics, Politecnico di Torino, Torino, 
Italy 
E-mail: marco.deriu@polito.it 

 
Microtubules are electrically polar structures fulfilling prerequisites for generation of 
oscillatory electric field in the kHz to GHz region. Energy supply for excitation of elasto-
electrical vibrations in microtubules may be provided from GTP-hydrolysis; motor protein–
microtubule interactions; and energy efflux from mitochondria. It recently was determined 
from anisotropic elastic network modeling of entire microtubules that the frequencies of 
microtubule longitudinal axial eigenmodes lie in the region of tens of GHz for the 
physiologically common microtubule lengths. We calculated electric field generated by axial 
longitudinal vibration modes of microtubule, which model is based on charge distribution of 
atoms. Due to elasto-electric nature of the vibrations, the vibration wavelength is million-fold 
shorter than that of the electromagnetic field in free space and the electric field around the 
microtubule manifests rich spatial structure with multiple minima. The dielectrophoretic force 
exerted by electric field on the surrounding molecules will influence the kinetics of reactions 
via change in the probability of the transport of charge and mass particles. The electric field 
generated by vibrations of electrically polar cellular structures is expected to play an important 
role in biological self-organization. 
 
 

Time dynamics of photon emission from germinating seeds 
 
Cristiano M. Gallep 
 
Applied Photonics Lab – LaFA, FT, State University of Campinas, 
R. Paschoal Marmo, 1888 , 13484-370,  Limeira, Sao Paulo - Brazil 
gallep@ft.unicamp.br 

 
The presentation will cover the results of our group, showing analysis on the periodic, semi-
diurnal, spontaneous light emission cycles in seedlings, under normal and stressed conditions. 
The experimental data cover the first years of the brazilian group (2006-2011), obtained at 
LaFA and in collaboration with IIB/Neuss.  
 
Extended study indicates synchronicity of cycles begin/end/peak with gravimetric tide peaks, 
as well as variation in germination capacity with the moon cycle. Other examples of tide-
triggered plant behavior will be also discussed, with data from P. Barlow and E. Zucher 
groups, already published, corroborating the indications from biophoton data that bio-rhythms 
can be synchronized by external sources of timing. 
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Critical Consideration of the Electromagnetic Field-based 
Theories of Consciousness
 
M. Lipkind1 

 
1 Israel, michael@lipkind.info 

 
The theory of the ―mind as a force field‖ (Lindahl & Århem, 1994) was based on the initial 
theory by K. Popper (1993) considering deep similarities between mind and physical forces. 
According to the electromagnetic (EM) theories of consciousness, the brain neuronal massifs 
together with the network of the highly complicated inter-neuronal connections are considered 
as the source of the respectively complicated continual EM field, which is hypothesized as the 
physical foundation of consciousness. The experimental basis of the EM theories of 
consciousness was first grounded on the 40 Hz oscillation-rested synchronization of neuronal 
firing. Later, these regularities were explained by the experimentally demonstrated 
synchronization of the neuronal activity within and coherence among spatially separated brain 
regions that was supposed to be a factor binding distinct sensations into integral perception. 
The synchrony between the activities of the distant brain regions with zero time delay is 
unexplainable by discrete synaptic transactions without accepting the field principle, and the 
EM field theory has been a logical response in this way. Such functional binding of spatially 
separate brain regions was considered as a prerequisite for the subjective awareness. However, 
the postulated EM theories of consciousness as well as the quantum field (QF)-based theory 
("orchestrated objective reduction" by Hameroff and Penrose) meet some theoretical 
inconsistencies. The main thing is inability of the EM field theory to approach to the so-called 
"Hard Problem" of consciousness (D. Chalmers) stating the central question: why any 
respective brain neural activity gives rise to the conscious experience? 
 
The suggested approach is based on the field principle while the postulated field is irreducible 
to the established physical fundamentals. However, as differed from the existing irreducible 
field-based theories of consciousness, in which the notion of "field" has either esoteric 
meaning ("morphic resonance" by R. Sheldrake), or tautological definition ("conscious mental 
field" by B. Libet), or merely metaphoric description ("unified conscious field" by J. Searle), 
the suggested theory grounded on the theory of biological field by A. Gurwitsch, has all the 
formal properties accepted for the notion of field. 
 
 

May the variable magnetic field and pulse red light induce 
synergy effects in respiratory burst of neutrophils in vitro? 
 

Honorata Nawrocka-Bogusz1*, Feliks Jaroszyk2 

 
1 * 

The Department of Biophysics, University of Medical Science, 10 Fredry Str., 61-701 
Poznań, Poland, hnawrocka@ump.edu.pl 
2 

The Department of Biophysics, University of Medical Science, 10 Fredry Str., 61-701Poznań, 
Poland, 
jaroszyk_feliks@poczta.onet.pl 
 
Neutrophils are highly specialized white blood cells. Their basic function is executing the 
phagocytosis and successive killing of phagocytized microorganisms. One of destruction 
mechanisms of pathogens is production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), called respiratory 
burst. The mechanism of the respiratory burst consists in tens of times increase of oxygen 
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consumption and production, and releasing large amounts of the superoxide anion (˙O2
‾
) 

outside the cell. The dismutation of this radical causes the formation of hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2) which was the object of interest of this research. The induced respiratory burst was 
assessed by the intracellular oxidative transformation of  DCHF-DA (2'7'-dichlorofluorescin 
diacetate) to the fluorescent DCF (2'7'-  dichlorofluorescin) via the flow cytometer. The 
respiratory burst was induced with the PMA (phorbol 12-myristate, 13-acetate). The DCF 
fluorescence is linearly dependent on the quantity of the respiratory burst. 
 
Blood samples from healthy blood donors (10 people for each physical factor) were used for 
the study. The variable magnetic field of ELF range of the mean induction equals 26.7[µT], the 
red light at the energy density of 1.17[J/cm

2
] and their combination were applied for 30 

minutes each. The level of the magnetic induction or/and the density of light application was 
growing at 12 seconds interval starting from 0.30[J/cm2]/4.45[µT] to the selected, then the 
intensity drops to the initial value, the process is repeated cyclically. The fundamental 
frequency of pulses was 180 ’ 195 Hz. The pulses were administered in the form of packets of 
pulses (12.5 ’ 29 Hz), groups of packages (2.8 ’ 7.6 Hz) and series (0.08 ’ 0.3 Hz). 
  
The magnetic field (MF), the red light (R) and the magnetic field combined with the red light 
(MF+R) caused statistically significant changes of hydrogen peroxide production by 
unstimulated and PMA-stimulated neutrophils. Each of the  physical factors applied separately 
and its combination caused reduction (p≤0.028) of DCF fluorescence of PMA-stimulated 
neutrophils  average by 30%. MF resulted 10.6% DCF fluorescence decrease of unstimulated 
neutrophils (p=0.0069). The red light caused the largest reduction (29.5%) of hydrogen 
peroxide formation by unstimulated neutrophils (p=0.005). MF+R caused 17.8% (p=0.0468) 
decrease of DCF fluorescence of those neutrophils. 
 
The variable magnetic field or the red light affects the cell differently, e.g. the light-induced 
electric field is able to change the membrane potentials in the mitochondrial membrane by 
transferring charges from the outer side to the inner side or directly by a polarization of 
membrane dipoles. A varying magnetic field can causes the normalization of cell‘s membrane 
potential or increases the activity of enzymes. 
 
The observation did not confirm the synergy effect when the magnetic field and the red light 
were used together. Probably, the path of respiratory burst activation prevents the evoking of 
synergy effect by the variable magnetic field combined with red light. 
 
 

Applications of EM Fields in Medicine 
 
J. Vrba, L. Oppl, J. Vorlíček, B. Vrbová, D. Vrba, D. Havelka 
 
1Czech Technical University, Dept. of EM Field, Technická 2, 166 27 Prague, Czech Rep. 
vrba@fel.cvut.cz 

 
Medical applications of EM Fields (i.e. a possibility to use EM energy) are a quite new and a 
very rapidly developing field. Electromagnetic thermotherapy is being used in medicine for the 
cancer treatment and treatment of some other diseases since early eighties. In this contribution 
we would like to offer general overview of present activities in the Czech Republic, i.e. 
clinical applications and results, technical aspects of thermo therapeutic equipment and last but 
not least, prospective diagnostics based on microwave principals and technology and 
instrumentation. In our presentation we would like to outline scope and new trends in medical 
applications of microwaves (i.e. microwave energy, microwave technique and technology). 
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To give a basic overview, we can divide medical applications of EM Fields in following three 
basic groups according to purpose, how are microwaves used: 
 - Microwave energy and/or technique used for the treatment of patients (with the use of either 
thermal or non-thermal effects – sometimes both of these types of effects can play its role). 
- Microwave energy and/or technique used for diagnostics of diseases (e.g. by aid of 
permittivity measurements, attenuation measurements and very prospective in the near future 
can be a microwave tomography). 
- Microwave energy and/or technique used as a part of a treatment or diagnostic system 
(e.g.linear accelerator).  
First three of the following list of thermotherapeutical applications are just largely used in 
many countries around the world, last three instead are in this moment in the phase of very 
promissing projects: Oncology           
- cancer treatment. 
- Physiotherapy    - treatment of rheumatic diseases. 
- Urology              - BPH tratment. 
- Cardiology  - heart stimulations. 
- Surgery   - growing implants. 
- Opthalmology   - retina corrections. 
Most important technical fields of EM Fields thermotherapy development (covered also in our 
activities) can be specified as:  
- Applicators:  development and optimization of new applicators for more effective local, 
intracavitary and regional treatment, 
-Treatment planning:  mathematical and experimental modeling of the effective treatment 
- Noninvasive temperature measurement: research of the possibilities of new techniques (like 
NMR and US) for exact noninvasive measurements. 
-Microwave medical diagnostics (e.g. Microwave Tomography) 
Goal of this paper is to present basic overview of present state of art in the field of medical 
applications of EM fields plus to mention the basic trends for the near future. That has been 
done both from clinical and technical points of view. Further new type of microwave 
applicator for cancer treatment has been described.  
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In the mid 1990s Penrose and Hameroff proposed a theory of consciousness based on quantum 
computations in brain neuronal microtubules. The quantum computations were proposed to 
depend on coherent Frohlich condensation driven by ambient energy, terminate by quantum 
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gravity-mediated ‗objective reduction‘, and be ‗orchestrated‘ by synaptic activities 
(‗orchestrated objective reduction‘, ‗Orch OR‘). Supporting these ideas, Pokorny and 
colleagues have found apparent megahertz Frohlich coherence in microtubules driven by 
mitochondrial electric fields, and Bandyopadhyay and colleagues have presented evidence for 
quantum states in microtubules at room temperature. These include Frohlich condensation, 
lossless electronic conductance, resonance and quantum interference following helical 
pathways in the microtubule lattice, the latter potentially supportive of topological quantum 
computing. Molecular modeling of tubulin (Craddock and Tuszynski) reveals channels of 
nonpolar electron resonance rings (tryptophan, phenylalanine etc) which link to those in 
neighboring tubulins, are binding sites for anesthetic gas molecules which selectively erase 
consciousness, and form macroscopic, helical ‗quantum channels‘ in microtubule lattices 
suitable for Orch OR topological quantum computing. This presentation will update Orch OR 
in view of criticisms and supportive evidence, address topological qubits in microtubules, and 
compare Orch OR with symmetry breaking in quantum field theory.
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How microtubule research can revolutionize every single 
sphere of human civilization? 
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Ever since we started our research, the amazing world of microtubules is delivering 
information about computing and materials science of our existing world that was never seen 
before. Now, we know that at every moment in every living cell in the plant, animal, fungi and 
protista kingdom, Bose-Einstein condensation-like physical process occur, and these process 
radiates every moment laser like signal from the living species continuously. This very 
particular event redefines the biological world that we know. Metabolism is not a chemical 
reaction any more, it is simply a process of synchrony of oscillators known to physicists and 
computer scientists. These biological structures thus produced by nature have amazing 
properties embedded in it, they are analogue to nano electromechanical oscillators known to 
our physical world but each of them has large number of resonance frequencies because of 
composite nature of oscillators, so they play beautiful music in every single structure they 
create just by changing their size. Such an unique display of technologies have never been 
observed in any man-made devices. Not only have those oscillators broken the quantum limit 
of time and temperatures, they ignore room temperature effect by an amazing technology. How 
do they do that? This is very fascinating, quantum limits are raised by oscillators in a very 
simple manner. Undoubtedly the interplay with quantum limits will change the future of 
mankind in every single aspect of our life. For details please visit www.anirbanlab.co.nr. 
 
 

Mechanoelectrical and Photonic Fields in Cells and Tissues 
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A living cell is at the same time mechanically stressed and electrically polarized system. As 
predicted long ago by Froelich, the mechanical and electrical events are intimately coupled 
with each other on the molecular and supramolecular levels. Recent investigations have 
considerably extended possible areas of such a coupling. In particular, the mechanical and 
electrical fields, owing to their coherent action, profoundly affect the events of organismal 
level, such as the establishment of antero-posterior (disto-proximal) polarity and left-right 
handedness during development. We review different hypotheses pretending to interpret these 
events and make a special emphasis on the role of cytoskeletal structures in formation of 
mechano-electrical fields. We trace the role of these fields in the operative transmission of 
signals from cell membranes to cell nuclei, in cell shaping, wound healing and in the 
morphogenesis of multicellular structures. In particular, we discuss some hypotheses linking 
the universal role of phosphorylation in cell signaling with the changes of electrical charging 
of phosphorylated proteins. In addition, we present a set of data indicating the release of 
photonic level energy from the reversibly dissociated cytoskeletal structures and describe the 
Fourier frequency patterns of photon emission. These observations confirm that a high quality 
coherent energy can be stored within a cytoskeleton. 
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There is recent experimental evidence on the possible role of quantum coherence in efficient 
energy transport in certain photosynthetic biological systems (algae). The measured 
decoherence time in such systems are of order of a few hundreds of femtoseconds. In this talk 
I revisit a rather old model of dissipation-free energy and information (signal) trasnport in 
(brain) microtubules, based on dipole-dipole solitonic structures emerging from macroscopic 
quantum coherence in microtibules (MT) of the brain, viewed as isolated quantum 
electrodynamical cavities. Several parameters of this cavity model of MT, in particular its 
decoherence time scales (which depending on the model may range from hundreds of 
femtoseconds to a ten of microseconds), are revisited in view of the above-mentioned 
experimental results on photosynthetic algae. It is argued that the possibility of efficient energy 
transport along the MT protofilaments, or at least optimization of ``paths‗‗for such a task, 
within the decoherence time scales, may be a realistic one.  
 
 

The changes of the frequency-specific impedance of the 
human body due to the resonance in the kHz range in the 
diagnostics of the cancer 
 
Krzysztof Michalak and Honorata Nawrocka-Bogusz 
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Fredry Street 10, 61-701 Poznań, Poland, kmichalak@ump.edu.pl 
 
The conductivity of the human body for the alternating electric currents in the range of the kHz 
can be discussed on two levels depending on the power of the applied signals. The absorption 
of the energy of medium-power signals in the kHz range depends on the ability of the 
biological molecules possessing the dipole moment to rotate according to the alternating 
electric field. This kind of the absorption of the energy is not frequency-specific and depends 
on the relaxation time of the dipole that relays on the shape and size of the molecule. The 
frequency-specific absorption has been however postulated for different tissues, trace 

elements, vitamins, toxins, pathogens, allergens etc. for the low-power (V) signals. The 
increase of the impedance of the tissue is observed only up to the given power of the applied 
signal. The highest amplification of the given signal being successively damped by the tissue 
is the pointer of the amount of energy, the tissue is able to absorb. It makes possible to 
conclude about the intensity of the given process in the body (e.g. amount of the toxin, trace 
element, intensity of the allergy, intensity of the degeneration process) being connected with 
the given frequency spectrum of the signal.  
 
The mechanism of the frequency-specific absorption can be explained by using the Quantum 
Field Theory being applied to the structure of the water. There is observed the very high 
coincidence between the frequencies of the rotation of free quasi-excited electrons in the 
coherent domains of the water and the frequencies being used in the MORA diagnostics (Med-
Tronic GmbH, EN ISO 13485, EN ISO 9001). These frequencies lie in the proximity of 
f=7kHz ∙ i (i=1,3,5,7,...). This fact let us suppose that the coherent domains with the 
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admixtures of a given substances create the structure-specific coherent domains that possess 
frequency-specific absorption spectra. 
 
The diagnostic tool called ―MORA System diagnosis‖ was used to investigate 102 patients 
with different types and stages of the illness. The following signals were observed to be 
strongly absorbed by many cancer patients: ‗Thymus-Cellular defense system’ ‘Degeneration 
tendencies’ (denoting to the effects of the oxidative stress), ‗Lymphatic system’, Manganese, 
Magnesium, Zinc, Selenium, Vitamin E, Glutamine, Glutathione, Cysteine, Folic acid, 
Mesenchyma, Candida albicans, Mycosis, Formaldehyde.  
 
The results confirm the role of the oxidative stress, immunological system insufficiency and 
mitochondria malfunction in the development of the cancer. 
 
 

Bioelectromagnetics: benefits and risks. 
Preliminary results confirm spectra by Montagnier 
 

Livio Giuliani1,2, Enrico D’Emilia1, Settimio Grimaldi1,3, Mario Ledda3, Antonella Lisi1,3 
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Bioelectromagnetics has been long time the favorite topic of scientists who were  researching 
of possible impact of artificial sources of electromagnetic fields on environment and on human 
health. 
 
It's a paradox that this research has recently landed a new territory, the one of positive uses in 
medicine, due to the ultra-weak  interactions of electromagnetic fields with living matter. Now 
came out possible applications both diagnostic and therapeutic.  
 
Among the former, the system, set up by C. Vedruccio,  early detecting tumors by means of the 
spectrum analysis of echoes of microwaves directed toward  soft tissues that are susceptible to 
tumors. Now the technique, focused by L. Montagnier,  able to reveal active or past infections 
by means of performing of the spectrum of the purified DNA of cells coming from the blood 
of patients, in the LF band.  
 
Among the others, the technique for differentiating stem cells in order to develop new tissues 
to be implanted instead of ill tissues of patients: from  tissues of myocardium, damaged by 
hearth attack, up to skin or muscle tissues, variously damaged. This technique, developed by 
the authors, is based on a patented  device for cell differentiating  only by means of  magnetic 
flux, tuned with ion cyclotron resonant (ICR) frequencies of biomolecules. The ICR technique 
has been also used by Russian scientists, as V.V. Novikov, able to reduce  ascites in rats due to  
Earlich's tumor. And machines based on ICR can be employed in treatment for diseases of the 
development as well as to enhance the physiological growth, as well as to induce the 
proliferation and maturation of osteocytes in cases of bone fractures.  Also terahertz 
frequencies are now finding their own application 
 
A survey of these applications with a discussion of their rationale is following. On the other 
hand discovering of beneficials induced by exposure to weak or ultra-weak electromagnetic 
fields is an indirect proof of the possible adverse effects of long term exposures to artificial 
weak electromagnetic fields.  
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Disturbances of Physical Processes in Cancer Cells  
Triggered by Mitochondrial Dysfunction 
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Suppression of mitochondrial oxidative metabolism in cancer cells was discovered by Warburg 
with a prediction that this disturbance causes decreased structural order. Fröhlich formulated 
hypothesis that power and coherence of electrical polarization oscillations are disturbed in 
cancer cells. Chemical and physical processes in healthy cells are essential for biological 
activity and their disturbances are connected with pathological states. Disturbances of cellular 
physical processes along the cancer transformation pathway will be analyzed. 
 

A functional mitochondrion transports protons across the inner membrane into the 
intermembrane space. Proton transport from the matrix space is a basic condition for 
production of ATP and GTP (adenosine and guanosine triphosphate). The non utilized energy 
(about 60 %) is released from mitochondria and may participate in excitation of electrically 
polar oscillations in microtubules. The positively charged protons diffuse from the 
intermembrane space to the surroundings and form a space charge layer around the 
mitochondrion. The strong static electric field of the space charge layer together with hydrated 
protons enhances nonlinear properties in the cell and forms conditions for water ordering 
(basic interfacial water ordering depends on the surface charge of macromolecules and 
structures). Ordered water loses its viscous properties and its quasi elastic structure does not 
damp oscillations in microtubules that generate coherent electromagnetic field. The cellular 
electromagnetic field may exert physical work in the cell, transport and organize molecules 
and structures, mediate interactions, and information transfer.  

 
Reduction of mitochondrial activity modifies physical processes in cancer cells. The 

proton transport across the inner membrane is decreased, static electric field around the outer 
membrane diminished, excitation of microtubule oscillations by liberated non utilized energy 
lowered, water ordering disturbed, damping of oscillations enlarged, and power and 
conherence of the generated electrodynamic field decreased. The normal cellular activity is 
changed to a malignant type. Local invasion of cancer cells is a direct consequence of changed 
electrodynamic activity. 

 
 Mitochondrial dysfunction is caused by cancer kinases that disable pyruvate 
dehydrogenase enzymes on the pyruvate pathway in the matrix. After blocking off the cancer 
kinases the mitochondrial function is restored, and the cell could re-estabish normal function 
and/or trigger apoptosis. Targeting mitochondria in cancer treatment opens a novel way in the 
fight against cancer. 
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Introduction 
Water plays a huge variety of roles in all biochemical processes. The main purpose of our 
present investigation was to explore how the structure of water, measured through 
conductivity, is influenced by the presence of hydrophilic surfaces. We followed the researches 
of Elia et al. (2008), who measured an excess conductivity irrespective of chemical content in 
aged aqueous solutions of NaHCO3. Their results strongly suggested that a preliminary 
treatment with mechanic shaking could be a trigger for self-organization of water into bigger 
clusters that should promote a higher electrical conductivity. The most important role in the 
conductivity of NaHCO3 is played by protons that are conducted by the hopping mechanism in 
which hydrogen and covalent bonds between water molecules are broken and re-formed. 
According to this, bigger clusters of water enhance the hopping mechanism (Han et al. 2006). 
In our experiments we found no correlation between mechanical shaking and conductivity, 
which contradicts Elia`s findings, but there was some evidence for the enhancement of 
conductivity owing to the exposure surfaces and time. 
Materials and Methods 
We aged 2 ml solutions of NaHCO3 in three different positions (NP, S and MD) for 310 days 
and in three different volumes (10 ml, 5 ml, 2 ml) for 370 days in position NP. In the position 
NP solutions were aged and exposed to daylight, in the position S vials were wrapped into a 
thermo-isolating material and in the position MD vials were kept at -20 °C. Afterwards the 
conductivity of the solutions at different frequencies was measured. 
Results 
We found a significant excess conductivity irrespective of the chemical contribution in all aged 
solutions except in the melted samples in the position MD. The influence of hydrophilic 
surfaces on the excess conductivity was confirmed in accordance with Elia`s findings. After 
370 days the conductivity in 2 ml vials amounts to 43 % higher conductivity than normally 
expected, in 5 ml to 36 % and in 10 ml to 27 %. With the diminishing volume the relative 
proportion of the hydrophilic surface increases, and the same happened with conductivity ,  
The results strongly indicate that liquid water is a polymorphic complex system, able to self-
organize near the hydrophilic surface. 
Discussion 
The most important biological meaning of our results concern special membrane proteins, 
called proton (H+) pumps. They actively transport H+ across biological membranes, thereby 
creating trans-membrane H+ concentration gradient, which establishes the electrochemical 
potential for the ATP synthesis. It was confirmed that structured water has a mandatory role in 
many proteins including H+ pumps (e.g. Seibold et al. 2005). We presume that extrapolation of 
our results suggest a ―super‖ conductivity of protons in proton channels. Since this proton 
gradient drives the ATP synthesis, we could denominate this structured water as an »ATP 
driving machine«.  
References 
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Destructive reprogramming of the ATP-producing processes of oxidative phosphorylation in 
mitochondria is considered to be one of the main pathological consequences of cancer at the 
cellular level. Strong (3.5x106 Vm-1) electrostatic fields are present near the normally 
functioning mitochondrion, whereas in a dysregulated one such fields are subdued or 
nonexistent. Microtubule filaments, the prominent candidates for the role of oscillating entities 
in the Fröhlich model are flanked by mitochondria and hence immersed in these fields. The 
aim of  this contribution is to investigate influence of varying static electric field intensity E on 
occupation numbers of oscillatory modes in microtubules. The coupling of modes with the 
field is provided by the inherent dipole moment of the tubuline dimers which is quite large (on 
the order of 1000 Debye, 10-26 C.m). 
 
Fröhlich rate equations for modal occupation numbers contain a linear term (proportional to 
coupling coefficient Φ), depicting one-quantum energy exchange with the heat bath, and 
nonlinear terms, with the lowest-order one, proportional to coupling coefficient X, representing 
energy quantum emission from one mode accompanied by absorption by other mode, again 
with participation of the heat bath. We assume that static electric field favours nonlinear 
processes by lowering symmetry of the dipole ensemble, in the same manner as a certain 
degree of crystal assymetry is required for optically nonlinear materials. Rather than 
employing a linear (or polynomial) form of the X versus E dependence, we use a hyperbolic-
tangent-based function exhibiting a threshold phenomenon to be expected in the dipole 
orientation.  
 
Preliminary results valid for modal frequencies lying in the THz domain suggest that – in this 
model – increasing electric field intensity promotes  energy condensation in the fundamental 
(lowest frequency) mode. This mode can then be pumped to the far from thermal equilibrium 
states that are required for cytoskeleton to perform its functions in the cell. By contrast, energy 
deposited in higher-order modes tends to diminish with increasing values of the nonlinear 
coupling coefficient.  
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Biological activity is based not only on biochemical but also on biophysical 

mechanisms. Biophysical processes are also involved in the transfer of information and its 
processing for making decisions and providing control that are important parts of biological 
activity. Physical processes, in particular generation of endogenous electromagnetic field, are 
dependent on oxidative mechanism of energy production by mitochondria. The efficacy and 
normal function of energy dependent processes in the cell may be damaged by malfunction of 
energy production systems and by long-term parasitic depletion of ATP (adenosine 
triphosphate) energy too. In particular, disturbances of metabolic energy supply in foetus 
development may endanger its health and life. Consequences of the LDH (lactate 
dehydrogenase) virus infection on descendant development were examined. 

Cell mediated immunity method was used for examination of the energy metabolic 
disturbances. The antigen (immunological functional RNA – ribonucleic acid) was obtained 
from blood of inbred laboratory mice strain C3H/H2K, infected with the LDH virus and 
prepared by the high pressure gel chromatography (HPGC). The immunological adaptability to 
LDH viral antigen was examined in 62 pigs (12 parents and 50 piglings). Evidence of the 
previous LDH virus infection (i.e. positivity) is manifested by sensitivity of T lymphocytes to 
the LDH virus antigen. The state of positivity and negativity is determined by the number of T 
lymphocytes adhering to a substrate. Positivity of both parents results in positivity in both 
genders of descendants accompanied by their diminished living activity and even perishing. 
Combination of mother positive – father negative (or vice versa) causes positivity of the male 
(female) descendants with negative impact on their living state. The results follow from a 
comparison of the relative frequency of the incidence of identical findings in male piglings and 
sows and from similar findings in female piglings and pigs.  

Post-effects of the LDH virus infection sustained in the living body are transferred to 
the descendants and diminishes their living activity. Exitus of piglings was in the case of their 
positive imunological response to LDV. Short ATP supply in cells and/or gradual development 
of mitochondrial dysfunction may result from LDH virus infection. These experimental results 
were a basis for a similar study in human.  
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Physical signalling as opposed to chemical signalling is getting more and more attention 
among Life Scientists. Physical information transfer is considered as due to electric currents, 
electromagnetic (em) or sound waves. The physical signalling in the protozoon Paramecium 
caudatum refers most probably to em waves (photons). This is deduced from different 
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experiments where (i) filters for em-waves lead to different effects, (ii) lids prevented any 
chemical causation of effects, or (iii) graphite-layers would shield photon transmission. 
When talking of an em signal we can distinct in its source and its meaning or interpretation, 
respectively. The studies presented here refer to the interpretation of the signal in tester 
populations in dependence of cell density, growth and mortality in inducer populations. It is 
deduced that Paramecia can regulate their population density electromagnetically and hence, 
one may speak of optical quorum sensing. A second aspect regarding the signal interpretation 
is the type of information it represents. The minimum assumption, namely that the information 
is reflected by a signal of just one frequency or a composition of different frequencies is 
discussed against modulated signals.   
There is evidence for Paramecia to sense em waves from sources other than Paramecia; it 
appears that these cell populations do relate to these em-sources. It is, furthermore, 
hypothesized that one population is linked electromagnetically with one such source only. This 
might explain the observation that only one of two mutually exposed cell populations 
establishes an effect between them while the other depends on environmental cues. This 
particular behaviour of the two cell populations is presented under the use of the term degree 
of freedom (df) regarding cell growth, assuming there is only one such df per population 
available. In addition, the behaviour of two linked cell populations is compared with the 
behaviour of two photons in typical two-quantum entanglement experiments.  
Finally current research on mutual effects between Rotatoria, a multicellular organism of 
similar size and the (unicellular) Paramecia will be presented as well as future experiments are 
discussed regarding predictive power and non-invasive methodology.  
 

Mixed quantum-classical model of the time-dependent 
propagation of a vibrational excitation within a protein 
backbone 
 
Holly Freedman and Leonor Cruzeiro 
 
CCMAR, University of Algarve, Faro, PORTUGAL 
Davydov has proposed that during muscle contraction, protein energy transfer following ATP 
hydrolysis may be explained by the propagation of a soliton of vibrational energy along an 
alpha helix, within the protein myosin.  Also Davydov suggested that the absorption of 
electromagnetic radiation may lead to the dissociation of such a soliton, and thus interference 
with biological activity. We have been implementing modifications within the molecular 
dynamics program Gromacs, and employing them to study possible effects of a vibrational 
excitation on protein structure and dynamics. For each set of atomic coordinates, we find the 
states of the amide I excitation and use a Monte Carlo step to propagate the state into one of 
the new vibrational eigenstates. Also, the influence of the amide I excitation on the classical 
motion of hydrogen-bonded atoms is determined and added to non-bonded forces and to the 
total energy in the equations of motion. Simulations of a polyalanine peptide indicate that a 
vibrational excitation can increase the helicity of disordered-helical protein segments [1], an 
effect that may lead to larger-scale protein rearrangements. We are currently performing 
calculations on how an excited vibrational mode may straighten the kink angle of myosin´s 
relay helix, which may explain how the energy released in the hydrolysis of the ATP molecule 
bound to myosin contributes to muscle contraction. Moreover to explore the influence of 
electromagnetic radiation on vibrational energy transfer within our simulations, we are 
implementing a solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for vibrational states.  In 
particular two methods, surface hopping molecular dynamics and the Ehrenfest approach, are 
being implemented and tested. 
 
[1] H. Freedman, P. Martel and L. Cruzeiro, Phys. Rev B, 82, 174308 (2010) 
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Myogenic differentiation is a biological process recognizable by a progressive change in cell 
shape and cytoskeleton  repatterning. Undifferentiated C2C12 mioblasts  are flat, fusiform or 
star-shape monucleated cells with the sarcomeric and filamentous  actin localized at the cell 
periphery. During the differentiation process the cells become elongate, the structures involved 
in contraction assembly, myotubes appear, actin reorganize and change is pattern becoming 
much more concentrated in the myotubes structure. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
In this study we report the effect of extremely low frequency electromagnetic field close to the 
cyclotron frequency corresponding to the charge/mass ratio of Ca2+  ion ( Ca2+-ICR) on the 
primary mouse skeletal muscle cells differentiation. It has been reported that there is a direct 
interaction between cytoskeletal remodelling and ion channel activity in many steps of the 
muscle differentiation. 
 
Myoblasts cells cultured up to  five days in the presence of static Magnetic Field  (18 μT) and  
a sinusoidal MF  (2,5 μT RMS of intensity) at a 13,75 Hz frequency. Cells showed a change in 
cell shape and in cytoskeletal reorganization and  miotubes appearance. In the mean time a  
decrease in cellular growth suggest a role of Ca2+-ICR in regulating cell cycle progression and 
C2C12 cells differentiation. Using  RT-PCR  analysis we demonstrated that skeletal muscle 
specific mRNA, such as Myogenin (MYOG), Muscle Creatine Kinase  (MCK) and  Alpha 
Skeletal Muscle Actin (ASMA) was up-regulated in exposed compared to control ones. 
Moreover Western blotting analysis confirmed the change in protein expression.  
These results provide evidence that electromagnetic information transfer could an efficient, 
non chemical, minimal invasive tool in regenerative medicine. 
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Microtubules (MTs) cylindrical polymers of tubulin dimers are the components of the 
cytoskeleton of cells and form a deeply organized structure involved in important cellular 
functions. More recent is the hypothesis of their involvement as systems of communication of 
classical and quantum information at sub-cellular level. In this study, we evaluated some 
biophysical properties of MTS by means of specific physical measurements of resonance and 
birefringence in the presence of electromagnetic field, with the assumption that when tubulin 
and MTS show different biophysical behaviors, they should be due to their different structural 
properties. The MTS are the nearest equivalent to organic carbon nanotubes (CNT), whose 
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physical and quantum properties are related to their particular microscopic structure. The 
experimental results showed a different physical behavior between the MTS and the tubulin 
dimer. The dynamic simulation of MT and tubulin exposed to electromagnetic fields was 
carried out using MD techniques and confirmed the experimental data. The MTS level of self-
organization was evaluated using Artificial Neural Networks, known to be effective to describe 
the dynamic behavior of complex structures. Both experimental and MD results will be 
presented. 
 
References: R. Pizzi, G. Strini, S. Fiorentini, V. Pappalardo and M. Pregnolato "Evidences Of 
New Biophysical Properties of Microtubules"  in "Artificial Neural Networks" cap. 20. edited 
by Seoyun J. Kwon. Nova Science Publisher Inc. 2010. 
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The last twenty years have witnessed the growing interest in the elucidation of the underlying 
mechanisms of charge transfer in DNA molecules. It was motivated by the possible application 
of DNA molecule as conductive nanowire and the important role of charge (electron, hole,...) 
migration along DNA molecule in many biological processes, such as biosynthesis and 
damage, repair and mutations of DNA molecule. Despite of the great efforts, the question 
whether DNA is conductor, insulator or semiconductor is still the subject of vivid debate due 
to the controversial experimental results.  
 
Various mechanisms have been proposed as a possible solution of the problem of charge  
motion along the DNA molecule, but without definite resolution. During the last decade 
polaron motion has been actively considered as a possible mechanism of charge transfer in 
DNA. It is not yet clear whether charge migration takes place by means of coherent motion of 
large polarons, or by random hopping of small polarons. The uncertainty of the values of 
system parameters represents the main problem in that respect. In particular, the values of the 
electron (hole) transfer integral (J) usually quoted in literature may differ by the order(s) of 
magnitude. Thus, for example, J ranges between a few hundredths up to a few tenths of eV. In 
the same time, the ad hock value 0.6 eV/Å has been usually assigned to the electron-(hole-) 
phonon coupling constant (EPCC), regardless of the type of interaction and the nature of 
phonons involved in polaron formation. This is not justified since the electron-(hole-)phonon 
interaction results from the modification of transfer integral due to displacements of the 
molecular groups from their equilibrium positions. Consequently, the magnitudes of the EPCC 
and transfer integral are directly related. In order to avoid the aforementioned ambiguities, 
here we propose the theoretical method which enables one to estimate explicitly EPCC  on the 
basis of electron (hole) transfer integrals. Our study is based upon the simple one-dimensional 
tight-binding model. Our estimates of EPCC are ten times less than the previous ones. 
Consequently, our results for polaron effective mass, binding energy and width substantially 
differ from the ones obtained on the basis of previous considerations. This particularly 
concerns the polaron width which may considerably exceed lattice constant. The idea of 
polaron-like charge transfer in DNA is critically reconsidered on the basis of our findings and 
strong arguments in support of large polaron concept were given: coherent motion of large 
polaron represents the dominant mechanism of charge transfer in DNA. 
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At the University of Kansas Program in Integrative Medicine clinic, we have found by 
evaluating nutritional and biochemical markers, that the metabolic disturbance identified in our 
cancer patients is tightly linked to mitochondrial disruption.  In addition, as we monitor our 
patients‘ xenobiotic processing and detoxification pathways, our research team has identified a 
pattern with high prevalence of polymorphism involving the manganese superoxide dismutase 
(Mn-SOD2), an enzyme responsible for the conversion of superoxide to hydrogen peroxide in 
the mitochondria. We theorize that this polymorphism may contribute to the mitochondrial 
disruption and the metabolic disturbance known to be present in cancer patients.  
 
Mitochondrial disruption ultimately decreases oxidative respiration, decreases energized 
electron delivery to oxygen, and therefore decreases energized ―activated‖ oxygen delivery to 
the surrounding water.  Using a systems biology approach , we hypothesize that cancer 
phenotypes directly result from the inefficient recycling of the energized, structural zones of  
organized water as described by Pollack, setting in motion a true systemic photon ―energy 
leak‖ as described by Popp, that is difficult for cancer patients to combat. 
 
In our clinic as a result of our observations and basic science research, we are developing 
protocols to address the observed metabolic disturbance in the oncology cohort.  As a result, 
we are hoping to improve xenobiotic processing and promote body water integrity to 
ultimately provide structural and energetic stability.  An adjunct in this process is the use of 
high-dose intravenous ascorbic acid (HDIVAA), a pro-drug for hydrogen peroxide delivery to 
the extracellular space and subsequently to the neoplastic cells.  This delivery provides a 
process for bypassing the disrupted mitochondria in tumor cells, again promotes availability of 
energized and activated oxygen necessary for functional and structural support, but which can 
also directly induce neoplastic cell kill as the hydrogen peroxide is metabolized. 
 
In conclusion, cancer risk and progression appears increased by the Mn-SOD2 polymorphism 
affecting the mitochondria.  We believe the observed cancer metabolic disturbance ultimately 
correlates with insufficient recycling of organized water domains and a true photon leak.  
Therapeutic anti-cancer effect of HDIVAA furthermore suggests that carcinogenic xenobiotic 
presence may contribute to divert light from reaching the cell‘s needed oxygen.  By 
reestablishing xenobiotic metabolism and body water integrity, we can thus promote general 
stability in our patients.  By presenting at this year‘s Frohlich Symposium, we seek feedback 
from others exploring these dynamics, and hope to gain insight in to how to expand the data 
we collect to help clarify how cancer establishes and proceeds. 
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The lecture deals with newly observed phenomenon in water that was called „the 
autothixotropy of water―. A history of the phenomenon is connected with very fine gravimetric 
measurements which were made by author in years 1978 – 1986. In those measurements the 
phenomenon proved to be a side effect and disabled the expected gravimetric observations and 
measurements. Qualitatively, the independent phenomenon of autotixotropy of water was 
explored in the period from 1991 to 1992 and quantitatively in 2003 – 2005. It is a very weak 
macroscopic phenomenon that is observed in water that has remained at rest for a certain time 
(in tens of minutes). For the experiments distilled water was used, re-boiled before use. The 
phenomenon is manifested by force (mechanical resistance) to the immersed body in water 
with a tendency of changing its position. The static and dynamic methods were used for the 
research. With the static method a moment of force is measured that is necessary for a very 
distinctive turn of a stainless steel plate hung up on a thin filament and immersed in standing 
water. With a certain angular torsion of the filament a certain moment of force is achieved 
when a state of stress reaches a critical value in water which is demonstrated with an 
expressive changing of angular position of the plate. When the direction of moment of force is 
changed, it is reflected in the differential rotation of the angle plate (the phenomenon of 
hysteresis was observed). The phenomenon of autothixotropy expires after a certain time (in 
tens of minutes), if water is mechanically mixed or re-boiled. It is significant that the 
phenomenon of the autothixotropy is not present in deionized water. When using a dynamic 
method both oscillations of the plate and a very slow fall of a small ball in standing water were 
observed; both phenomena were influenced by the autothixotropy. The autothixotropy of water 
can be explained by a hypothesis of a cluster formation by H2O molecules in standing water. 
As the phenomenon of autothixotropy is not present in deionized water, it may be primarily 
caused by a presence of ions in water. Biophysical applications of the autothixotropy of water 
remain open. Some possible applications of the phenomenon in an organization of water in 
cytoskeletal structures are outlined. 
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The primary cilium is a sensory solitary non-motile microtubule-based organelle protruding in 
the quiescent phase of the cell cycle from the surface of the majority of human cells, including 
embryonic cells, stem cells and stromal cells of malignant tumors. Primary cilium consists of 
an axoneme (nine peripheral microtubule doublets arranged around a central core that does not 
contain two central microtubules - pattern 9 + 0), surrounded by the ciliary membrane, which 
is a specialized domain extension of the cell membrane. Axoneme extends from the basal 
body, which is derived from the mother centriole of the centrosome. 
 
Primary cilia exhibit dynamic patterns of assembly and disassembly as they progress through 
the cell cycle. Centrosomes, which are composed of two centrioles surrounded by 
pericentriolar material, organize the cytoplasmic microtubule network during interphase and 
the bipolar spindle during mitosis. In postmitotic cells, the centrosome migrates to the cell 
surface, where the mother centriole differentiates into the basal body that nucleates 
microtubules to form a primary cilium. The presence of primary cilium on the cell surface is 
transient, limited to the quiescent G1(G0) phase, as well as the beginning of the S phase of the 
cell cycle. In asynchronous populations, typically 10% to 25% of cells have observable cilia. 
As cultured cells become quiescent, an increasing proportion of the population is ciliated, 
attaining > 90% in some cell types. In G2 phase microtubules of primary cilium are resorbed 
and centrosome migrates to the centre of the cell where organizes mitotic spindle. The term 
centriole/basal body is sometimes compared with the term evening star/morning star: it is the 
same organelle, when it organizes mitotic spindle in the centre of the cell it is called centriole 
and in quiescent phase of the cell cycle when it is anchored in plasma membrane and forms 
primary cilium it is called basal body. But it can not be at the both places at the same time. 
Disassembly of primary cilium must precede mitosis.  
 
Primary cilia are key coordinators of signaling pathways during development and in tissue 
homeostasis and, when deffective, they are a major cause of human diseases and 
developmental disorders, now commonly referred to as ciliopathies. 
 
Most cancer cells do not posses the primary cilium, with some exceptions, such as tumors 
depending on the Hedgehog pathway - e.g. basal cell carcinoma or medulloblastoma. The loss 
of primary cilium is a regular feature of neoplastic transformation in a majority of solid 
tumors. Primary cilium could serve as a tumor suppressor organelle.  
 
Acknowledgement: Supported by research project MZO 00179906 and SVV 53251.
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We studied long-term effects of the electromagnetic fields on level of brain proteins in mice. 
We examined level of different proteins (c-Jun, c-Fos etc.) in brains using Western-blot 
techniques. We examined both male and female laboratory mice that were exposed to ELF 
electromagnetic fields (f=50 Hz, Bm=2 mT), mice were exposed for 1-4 days. The exposure 
took place in cylindrical coil at laboratory temperature. Exposed and control mice were 
sacrificed and we estimated the level of protein c-Jun and c-Fos. We took samples from five 
different parts of brain: olfactory lobes, left and right hemispheres, cerebellum and from 
mesencephalon. We compared protein levels in different parts of brain and we studied their 
changes on the duration of exposure and on the sex of the mices. We found that the expression 
of both proteins is affected by our magnetic fields exposure, especially in cerebellum and in 
right hemisphere. In another part of brains the protein level was similar as at the control 
sample. It depends also on the duration of exposure. The expression of c-Jun decreases with 
longer time of exposure. It leads us to speculation that low-frequency magnetic fields can 
influence the specific places in brain and it can lead to biological. Total level of protein 
expression is approximately the same at control and exposed samples, but it changes in 
individual parts of brain. 
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A wide literature is available on the effects of weak Extremely Low Frequency  
Electromagnetic Fields (ELF-EMF) on the biochemical reactions, nevertheless the physical 
nature of these effects is largely unknown. The main conundrum is the mismatch between the 
tiny amount of the energy delivered by the perturbation and the response of the system. 
 
We have measured the influence of ELF-EMF on glutamic acid solutions in water through 
FTIR-ATR technique. Samples have been exposed for 10, 20 or 30 minutes to a weak EMF 
generated by Helmoltz coils and then placed into the spectrometer. After the exposure 
solutions having a pH lower than the isoelectric point show a shift toward the de-protonation 
of the carboxylic group, while solutions having a pH greater than the isoelectric point show the 
de-protonation of the residual amine group. Moreover, at low pH values, we have also 
observed a shift of the band of the amine which can be related to a change of the degree of 
hydrogen bonding.  
 
The effect lasts for minutes after the exposure before the native configuration is restored. 
Spectra modifications have been observed after each independent exposure to EMF, the same 
effect has been observed by varying the frequencies in the range 0-7 KHz, thus the hypothesis 
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of the existence of a resonant frequency, elsewhere proposed cannot be supported by this 
study. The most surprising feature of this effect is the existence of long life perturbation. Its 
physical meaning can be found in the proposal of long life excitations in biological matter as 
suggested by H. Fröhlic in 1975. These or other long living excitations of water structures as 
suggested by Del Giudice et al in 1988 can be responsible, almost in part, of the 
electromagnetic properties of the living systems.    
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In a very real sense, we are all creatures of light. This fact is just now beginning to impact 
medicine, as quantum theory begins to spread outside the confines of physics and into the life 
scinces. No longer can living organisms simply be viewed as retorts for biochemical reactions. 
They also demonstrate an energy componen that will prove to be the unifying force of life all 
its varied forms. With the advent  of this shift in the life science, light is becoming an 
increasingly  important diagnostic and therapeutic tool within medicine. Ophthalmologists 
have long been concerned with light and its application and, cosequently, have an interest in 
the coming scientific revolution, photomedicine. A brief history of the use of low energy light 
for healing, a review of know mechinisms by which photons interact with living cells, and 
a reveiw of some of the establuished cellular effects will be presented. Finally, biref clinical 
studies will be presented illustrating the benefits of PBM – specifically regarding corenal 
healing, glaucoma, and dry age-related nacular degeneration.  
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The detection of non-thermal effects of MM radiation by Russian scientists in 1973 was  
greeted  only  by  Fröhlich.   Report of scientists  group, working under the direction of the 
academician N.D. Devyatkov, has called doubts and bewilderment  by  many scientists. The 
matter was that the characteristics of the found effects differed from known in that time so 
much, that they have appeared on an independent (autonomous)  position. When some foreign 
physicists could not replicate  Russian outcomes, the situation has worsened, and   the   non-
thermal effects of  MM radiation researches have stopped  in some countries. Between that, in 
USSR (and later in Russia) the research was transfered to a phase of practical usage in 
medicine. 
 
The thermodynamic theory, designed irrespective of activities of Devyatkov's  group and 
applicable to all frequencies of spectrum of electromagnetic radiation (range from 0 up to 
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1022 Hz) has shown, that the laws of  conversion  of electromagnetic energy  is  different in the 
Wien region and in the  Rayleigh – Jeans region [1 - 4].  In the Rayleigh – Jeans region  there 
is the law  corresponding   to the results  of   Devyatkov's group.  This means, that the 
scientific approach widely utilised in ХХ century for explanation of  bioeffects of  visible 
radiation, is not good  for explanation of effects  in  the Rayleigh – Jeans region. 
 
The same conclusion follows from the widely known Planck formula obtained in 1900 [5].  
So, all doubtings about non-thermal effects of MM radiation now have not any scientific 
fundamentals, but only emotional and financial ones. If the up-to-date scientists have known 
better the Planck papers, 40 years of development of non-thermal effects of MM of radiation 
would be more successful. 
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Previously we assumed that THz radiation can induce a conformation transition in albumin 
molecule. To investigate this proposition it was made the study with use of EPR spectroscopy 
with spine probe. Bovine serum albumin film was irradiated by 3,68 THz (10 mW, 60 min). 
Irradiated and nonirradiated (as control) films were transferred to aqueous solutions and 
dihydropyrazine-1,4-dioxide as precursor of spine probe was added for nitroxyl radical 
forming. The signal of nitroxyl radical is a triplet. Triplet amplitude of irradiated albumin is 2 
times higher than in control. It reflects an increase in the number of paramagnetic centers. The 
linewidth in triplet of irradiated albumin is greater than in control. It indicates a decrease in 
paramagnetic center mobility after irradiation. The additional study was made using the 
method of oxygen saturation of sample solution. It was shown that a linewidth in EPR 
spectrum of irradiated sample is dependent on oxygen content in solution, whereas a linewidth 
of non-irradiated sample does not. This means that nitroxyl radical formation occurs in the 
presence of oxygen, which is fixed in reaction center of albumin. The most suitable candidate 
for forming of paramagnetic center in these circumstances is heterocyclic compound with five-
membered ring contained nitrogen heteroatom. Such heterocycles in albumin molecule are 
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only 28 residues of amino acid proline. Inclusion of proline residues in peptide chain 
determines its twists and prevents a formation of α-helical structure. Albumin molecule had 9 
twists in such of 3 domains. Therefore it is necessary to have 28 proline residues. This result 
explains one of the mechanisms of conformational transition in albumin molecule induced by 
THz radiation. Thus, together with an additional confirmation of the fact of THz radiation 
influence on albumin molecule conformation, the present study allows to determine the 
contribution of individual parts of albumin molecule in a conformational transition. 
 
 

Coherent Infra-Red as logically necessary to explain 
Piagetian psychology and  neuro-microanatomy — two 
independent corroborations for the Gurwitschian case 
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We cannot directly observe the mechanisms of human intelligence.  Instead we must rely on 
interdisciplinary theory based on Information-Technology, so in the 1970s that led to the 
conclusion (in ignorance of Gurwitsch) that Infra-Red signalling must be involved: 
 
Kantian and Darwinian concepts had previously led Piaget to postulate the ―schème‖ as a 
basic-but-mutatable unit of thought, and he used it persuasively to account for actual human 
behaviour.  But at the micro level, just what was this ―schème‖ physically?   It needed digital 
properties and a mostly one-dimensional organization.   
 
By elimination, the argument was that each schème had to be based on linear molecules, 
probably RNA, but organized into coherent local ―choruses‖ of clones or near-clones. 
 
But there was then a problem:  Communication between-and-within such molecular domains 
could not occur efficiently via the orthodox neural ―action potentials‖ (voltage spikes of about 
1 m.sec. duration).  The only plausible alternative involved optics — probably Infra-Red (IR), 
due to quantum considerations. 
 
It then became obvious that myelinated nerve fibres seemed suitable for an unexpected 
second role as coaxial cables for IR! — though this has yet to be tested by direct observation. 
Further corroboration.  Such optical interpretations neatly explain several enigmas: 
  
● What keeps (myelin-thickness / axon-diameter) ≈ constant — (a mystery since 1905).  
● Why myelination is delayed until some critical axon diameter is reached.  
● How myelin-growth often ―knows‖ to stop its multi-layered wrapping at its original starting-
angle.  
● Callahan‘s anomalous failure to detect sensory action-potentials even though his insects 
were responding to invisible IR signals. 
 
The important point is that this project independently identified IR as a necessary solution to 
logistical problems.  In contrast the Gurwitsch tradition first discovered the IR and UV 
emissions, and then sought logistical explanations.  Thus the two approaches corroborate each 
other regarding IR.   UV has separate implications dealt with elsewhere. 
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Asbestos as ‗toxic short-circuit‘ optic-fibre for cellular UV?- 
and could this argument change if boundary-water has non-
standard properties? 
 

R.R. Traill 

 
The online paper  http://www.ondwelle.com/UV2_trigger.pdf  (Dec.2010) argued that certain 
asbestos fibres (300nm>width>140nm) could transmit UV, (assuming that the surrounding 
aqueous medium had a refractive index of 1.35 or 1.4).  If so, then their toxicity may be due to 
disruption of any natural UV regulation of mitosis. 
 
This contribution re-considers the theoretical evidence and invites discussion on:  
 
(i) What mitotic processes might be disrupted, and how?  
 
(ii) Given the ―altered physical properties of water near surfaces‖ (Preoteasa & Apostol, p5, 
2008 Prague conference), how might such changes affect the fibre-optic argument — and 
  
 
(iii) Whether such altered-water might affect other arguments involving bio-optic reflection 
such as Thar & Kühl‘s account favouring laser-like stimulated emission of UV in long 
mitochondria (J.Theor.Biol., 230, 261-270; 2004) — or Cope‘s postulate of IR standing-waves 
within short mitochondria (Bull.Math.Biol.,35,627-644; 1973).  
 
(iv) If reflection is thus affected, might this serve to ‗gate‘ signals, like the grid in an old 
triode? 
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At the previous two symposiums in Prague the method and interesting and intriguing results 
were presented regarding the response of the organisms to the near field exposure [1, 2, 3]. It 
markedly differs from the behaviour expected if one treats the organism as a simple dissipative 
conductive body with bulk electrical and other properties. Some unknown factors (presumably 
the active electrical nature of human organism) influence the absorption, transmission and 
emission (ATE) of the near E field through the organisms and finally its absorption by the 
sensors. The measurements with this method are also capable to reveal subtle differences in the 
human response to a various weak influences [4]. The method has also a potential to reveal 
inner, more subtle state of the organism, perhaps on the verge of some yet physically 
unrecognisable disease.  
Active electrical response of an organism can be attributed to the response of the endogenous, 
possibly coherent, electromagnetic field of organisms, first postulated by Fröhlich [5] and then 
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-
the structures within the organisms that form an inseparable whole with this field. 
In the experiments with this system we also notice that it is very susceptible to the changes in 
the state of the environment, from example and most notably it can detect the sunrise and 
sunset without changes in other (normal) physical parameters (most importantly the 
temperature, which can only influence our system), instantly detects the passage of clouds over 
the sun, with less confidence also the passage of weather fronts, onset of heavy rain etc. Some 
of such results were already presented in last Prague in PPT (but not in the abstract) and in [4]. 
In this case we assume that near electric field in the environment or more precisely its 
transmission between the emitter and the absorbers of our system is affected. 
 
In the work presented here we investigate some physical characteristics of the processes taking 
place during the measurements with our method. The measurements of the transmission of the 
AC E field through the organism show the contribution of the various impedances, i.e. 
conductive and capacitive impedance at the interface emitter/body and sensor/body and the 
conductive and capacitive impedance by the transmission through the body. It turns out, that 
the capacitive impedance of transmission becomes important over the frequency of 500 kHz. 
The important contribution of the capacitive impedance of the transmission through the body 
may be an indication of the influence of the coherence domains (CDs) on the transmission of 
the signal. CDs are formed as the consequence of the endogenous electromagnetic field of 
organisms and to the structures within the organisms that form an inseparable whole with this 
field [8, 9].  
 
The measurements with the grapes showed that the absorbed and transmitted signal by the 
grapes did not correlate with the mass or some other combination of dimensions in a simple 
linear way, as was for example the case with a similar method, which measures only the 
absorption of the AC field in the grapes. 
 
The environmental measurements, mentioned above, showed that the "rise of the signal" after 
the sunset was delayed for about 15 minutes, if the sensor for placed in the Styrofoam box and 
was also very smoothed. This can be in no way attributed to the change in temperature (the 
only cause that can alter the level of the signal), since the lag in the detectable rise in the 
temperature behind the rise of the signal both outside and in the box is more than half an hour. 
The behaviour of the near field in the interaction with an organism and in the environment 
exhibit similar characteristics and may point to the deeper and yet unexplored principles in 
nature. Such possibilities of wider connections in the nature of "quantum type" have been 
extensively discussed in the past with some new fresh insights recently [10]. 
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The research and applications of the therapeutically laser methods has initially prevailed; lately 
the emphasis of noninvasive methods of diagnosis in vivo has amplified itself, [1]. 
 
A relatively new medical tool was used for patients monitoring: the laser close infrared IR 
spectrum (850nm) for in vivo interaction with the human tissues. 
 
The Infrared laser emission interacts with the normal tissue and it is based on the absorption, 
dispersion and reflection phenomenon inside the tissues. The main parameter was extracted as 
the average reflection coefficient, ARC, expressed in mW. The study is focused on healthy 
tissues for peoples with age ranging between 14 – 75 years. We used an apparatus «MILTA-F-
8-01» with biophotometer and an emission-reception probe of the IR biophotometer - 
calibrated at 100 mW, as is available on the screen. The in vivo evaluation of the intact tissues, 
by Laser-bio-photometry, after tissue hydration degree, is presented in table 1. 
 

Table 1. The characteristics of the lot and the ARC values by the tissue type. 

Tissue Structure Prevalent muscular Intermediate 
Hydrophilic 

Lax,  
adipose 

No. of cases 58 72 50 

ARC(mW) 65± 2,3 63±2,2 60±2,1 

 
In general, the determined ARC coefficient in the intact tissues is an index of the health-state, 
having a range between 55.7 to 68 mW + 2.1 mW, being very stable in time, [2]. 
 
In our study, the ARC coefficient systematically decreases from the muscular tissue, to 
intermediate hydrophilic and finally to lax-adipose. The explanation comes from the tissue 
particularities. The biologic tissue in an inhomogeneous one, with specific particularities and 
orders the biologic feedback and the therapeutic effects. Absorptions properties depend on the 
biochemistry of the tissues while the tissue morphology is involved in the dispersion behavior. 
The main chemical bonds very active in the IR spectrum from the human body are O-H in 
H2O, C-H, C-N, Fe-O in melanin, hemoglobin, and coordinated oxygen to iron cation. 
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Therefore, a liquid retention in tissue is responsible for a ARC coefficient decreasing. Hence, 
we preview to obtain at the pathological tissues with a higher liquid quantity accumulation, 
lower ARC values than in normal tissues, as a consequence of the dispersion of the emitted 
spectrum in water, which significantly modifies the absorption and reflexion coefficients. 
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The current development and increasing use of sophisticated devices emitting microwave 
electromagnetic field, mobile phones in particular, has raised a public concern about its 
possible harmful health impacts. The results of this study contribute to a deeper understanding 
of the influence of electromagnetic field interactions with cellular structures. The aim of this 
work is to explore the effects of electromagnetic fields on a colony of eukaryotic cells during 
their cell division. The cells are diluted into nutrient solutions at various concentrations and 
then their process of division is monitored in a well defined electromagnetic field. For this 
purpose, the chamber is designed with an Archimedean spiral antenna as the radiator. 
Simulations and numerical evaluation were performed in CST Microwave Studio using Finite 
Integration Technique (FIT) method. The simulations were performed in order to verify an 
exposure which should be provided by circular polarized wave. The simulation results were 
compared and reached results were in a good agreement. The development of cell colonies is 
monitored over time, quantifying the changes made using the spectral photometer. The 
measured values are compared with control samples not exposed to radiation and the 
differences are statistically interpreted based on the T - test. 
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The cytoskeleton, especially microtubules, is potential source of electrodynamic field of living 
eukaryotic cells. Microtubule network is a very dynamic structure which is composed of 
highly polar molecules - tubulin heterodimers. Medium surrounding microtubules can allow 
transformation of wasted thermal energy from mitochondria to the coherent or quasi-coherent 
electromechanical oscillations of tubulin heterodimers in frequency range from kHz to GHz. 
Water around microtubules is not common bulk water, which may cause damping of 
mechanical vibrations, but it is organized water, which causes lower damping in case of 
longitudinal vibrations of microtubule. We approximated electrical properties of tubulin 
heterodimer as an elementary electric dipole and described the longitudinal mechanical 
oscillation of one microtubule by spatial modulation function. Mechanical oscillations of 
tubulin heterodimers were approximated as a chain of rigid particles and described by the 
spatial modulation function. An optical branch was used as it is more efficient for generation 
of electromagnetic field. We also created asymmetrical model of microtubule network of 
dividing cell and symmetrical model of microtubule network of non-dividing cell. The field 
around oscillating microtubule was calculated as a vector superposition of contributions from 
all elementary electric dipoles. Finally, we performed calculations with several cell sizes and 
numbers of microtubules in models and performed comparative analysis. 
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This works deals with data mining of signals obtained from measurement of electrodynamic 
activity of synchronized and non-synchronized mutant yeast cells Saccharomyces cerevisiae in 
the acoustic frequency range. The data mining method is based on a multi-layer neural network 
classifier. Classification data sets used in this analysis were power spectral density of cellular 
electrodynamic activity that was measured by the apparatus containing spectrum analyzer and 
sensor which allowed to contact the membrane of a single cell. The neural network was trained 
by spectrum to classify data sets into two classes; synchronized and non-synchronized. After 
the training of the neural network, the weights of the network inputs show how significantly 
the data contribute to final classification. The increased weights of network inputs 
corresponded with frequencies which distribution of power spectral density was significantly 
different. This finding indicates electrodynamic activity of yeast cells on discrete frequencies.
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School children learn that water has three phases: solid, liquid and vapor. But we have recently 
uncovered what appears to be a fourth phase. This phase occurs next to water-loving 
(hydrophilic) surfaces. It is surprisingly extensive, projecting out from the surface by up to 
millions of molecular layers. 
 
Of particular significance is the observation that this fourth phase is charged; and, the water 
just beyond is oppositely charged, creating a battery that can produce current. We found that 
light recharges this battery. Thus, water can receive and process electromagnetic energy drawn 
from the environment — much like plants. The absorbed light energy can then be exploited for 
performing work, including electrical and mechanical work. Recent experiments confirm the 
reality of such energy conversion. 
 
The energy-conversion framework implied above seems rich with implication. Not only does it 
provide an understanding of how water processes solar and other energies, but also it may 
provide a foundation for simpler understanding natural phenomena ranging from weather and 
green energy all the way to biological issues such as the origin of life, transport, and osmosis. 
 
The lecture will present evidence for the presence of this novel phase of water, and will 
consider the potentially broad implications of this phase for physics, chemistry and biology, as 
well as some practical applications for engineering (all in one hour!). 
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We present the results of molecular dynamics computations based on the atomic resolution 
structures of tubulin published as 1TUB and 1JFF in the Protein Data Bank.  Values of the net 
charge, spatial charge distribution and the dipole moment components are obtained for the 
tubulin alpha-beta heterodimer.  Physical consequences of these results and subsequent 
computations are discussed for microtubules in terms of the effects on test charges, test 
dipoles, and neighboring microtubules.  Our calculations indicate typical distances over which 
electrostatic effects can be felt by biomolecules, ions, and other microtubules.  We also 
demonstrate the importance of electrostatics in the formation of bonds between microtubules 
and drugs such as taxanes and colchicine. 
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Our research thus far was concerned with the impact of external magnetic field of power 
frequency (50 Hz) and low (0.01-10 mT) induction on the adherence inhibition of T 
lymphocytes obtained from the blood of head and neck tumor patients. We know that the in 
vitro adherence capability of T lymphocytes towards surface in cancer patients is smaller than 
that of control group. We have found out that exposition to magnetic field (50 Hz/0.01-10 mT) 
increases the T lymphocyte capability of larynx/pharynx cancer patients to adhere in vitro to 
the surface, achieving almost physiological values in not only pre-treatment patients but also 
those receiving treatment in the course of follow-up. Also the capability of T lymphocytes in 
the control group (voluntary blood donors) to adhere to surface becomes further increased. 
 
The present study is concentrated on the significance of the level of magnetic field induction in 
order to determine whether there exist significant differences within the ‗reparation‘ capability 
of low induction values to influence the adherence capability of T lymphocytes. 
 
Testing a set of 20 patients proved statistically significant differences at the significance level 
0.05 in the sense of improving the in vitro capacity of adherence of T lymphocytes between 
0.1 mT induction level and the induction levels of 0.05 and 0.01 mT. In the case of the control 
group (patients diagnosed for chronic sensorineural hearing loss) a statistically significant 
margin occurred even between the inductions values of 0.05 and 0.01 mT. A statistically 
significant difference of 0.05 was achieved also with induction levels of 1 and 10 mT against 
0.5 mT, and 0.1, and 0.05 mT, respectively. Thus we can make the conclusion that lower 
induction values result in a biologically more significant response. 
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Biochemical research of biological systems is highly developed and has disclosed 

a wide spectrum of chemical reactions and their disturbances caused by pathological processes 
including a chemical links along the cancer transformation pathway. The physical processes in 
living systems and their pathological deviations are not so well understood. The fundamental 
hypothesis of coherent electric polar vibrations and electromagnetic activity of biological 
systems was formulated by H. Fröhlich who predicted connection of some pathological states 
(for instance cancer process) with degradation of coherent electromagnetic activity. (But the 
questions of cellular structures capable of the coherent electrically polar oscilation, 
mechanisms of energy supply, and the specific role of the endogenous electromagnetic fields 
in transport, organisation, interactions, and information transfer remained open.) Therefore, 
disturbances of the biological electromagnetic activity may cause some diseases. 

Nature of recurrent abortions of some women remained unknown as any active 
infection was excluded. Novel aspects for understanding the nature of pathological 
disturbances leading to the recurrent abortions in human were suggested. An initial hypothesis 
was related to quality of endometrium in relation to nidation of the blastocyst. The energetic 
insufficiency (of ATP – adenosine triphosphate) inhibits normal development of fetus and 
placenta. The reasons of recurrent abortions in human were studied by means of the cell 
mediated immunity using immunologically active RNA (ribonucleic acid). The RNA was 
prepared from blood of inbred laboratory mice strain C3H/H2K, infected with the lactate 
dehydrogenase elevating virus (LDV) using high pressure gel chromatography (HPGC). The 
„pathological― group was composed of women with dg. spontaneous abortion (N = 24), and 
the control group (N = 30) contained healthy pregnant women. Experimental examination 
revealed that T lymphocytes taken from women aborting from the unknown reason exhibit 
special properties. LDV antigen causes diminished CD4 cells adherence. In the M-phase the 
acrocentric associability of chromosomes of T lymphocytes was observed too. These effects 
were not found in women from the control group. Mather‘s mitochondria very likely transfer 
an agent (RNA resulting from LDV infection) causing these effects. Therefore, aborts from 
unknown reason might be included in a general group of diseases containing pathological 
consequences of LDV infection – diminished electrodynamic activity of the cell. These ideas 
might have impact on further research, that could provide background for effective 
interdisciplinary cooperation in elucidation not only of recurrent abortions but also of other 
non-malignant and malignant diseases. 
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Fröhlich postulated coherent polar oscillations as a fundamental biophysical property of 
biological systems. Electrodynamic field of living cells plays role in temporal and spatial 
organization of biological processes. Although theoretical treatment of this issue is growing, 
rather sparse experimental evidence is available. We have recently described technical 
requirements based on biophysical aspects for the measurements system for detection of 
endogenous cellular electrodynamic activity. One of the key points is nanoscale spatial 
resolution of the detection electrodes connected to the low noise, low loading preamplifier. 
 
This paper describes the measurement of electric activity of yeast cells in the frequency range 
around 10 MHz. A point sensor was designed which allowed to make contact with the 
membrane of only one cell. The sensor with amplifiers fed by batteries are placed in an 
electromagnetically screened box. Detected signals of synchronized and non synchronized 
mutants of yeast cells were measured by a spectrum analyzer and stored in a computer 
memory. The power analysis of measured values was performed.  
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A new paper by Pokorny, Vedruccio, Cifra, Kucera, titled Cancer physics: Diagnostics based 
on damped cellular elasto-electrical vibrations in microtubules, recently available on Eur. 
Biophys. J., discloses the mechanism of active grown cancer tissues interaction with a Non-
Linear Resonance Interaction (NLRI) ‗bioscanner‘ Trimprob diagnostic device that is certified 
and ready to be used to investigate suspected cases of disease and cancer. This technology 
spreads early capabilities of cancer detection by means of low level radiofrequency oscillations 
in UHF band. The system is based on an unique and extremely innovative non- linear   
radiofrequency oscillator working on 462-465 MHz plus the harmonics. The diseased tissues 
suspected of cancer, are irradiated by means of a handy probe near field emission, while 
a spectrum analyzer placed in the  far field detects by means of a small antenna, the oscillator 
interaction within the tissues. The ‗Bioscanner‘ is characterized  by a high dynamic range, in 
the order of 30 or more decibel, and is useful for detection of small cancer agglomerates, if 
used by a well trained operator. At the resonance, the free running oscillator locks-in on the 
specific interaction frequency , in a sharp frequency window centered on 462 MHz; the 
resulting effect is evidenced by a deep decrease of the 462 MHz spectral line propagation in 
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the far field around the oscillator probe.  The NLRI provides a selective characterization, like 
a sort of a electronic biopsy response of biologic tissues in support of modern  imaging 
diagnostics. Further to existing literature describing methods for cancer detections by means of 
electromagnetic fields this presentation shows this innovative in vivo medical diagnostic 
equipment and some clinical applications. 
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Since the work of Alexander Gurwitsch in the early 1900‘s, electromagnetic (EM) fields have 
been implicated in biological development. However, there remain very few macroscopic 
models connecting electromagnetism with morphogenesis on a long-range scale. This work, 
which hinges on the possibility that a Frohlich-like process can ultimately result in non-
dissipative coherence domains large enough to span a whole developing tissue (100 µm to a 
few millimetres), explores the capacity for such large coherence domains to behave like 
morphogenetic fields to direct some aspects of biological patterning.   
 
The key idea of the hypothesis is that if large coherence domains of microwave to terahertz 
frequencies can form within a tissue, the tissue, being a strong dielectric, could behave as an 
electromagnetic resonant cavity for the EM field of the coherence domain. The result could 
correspond to an EM field mode in the tissue. This spatially patterned mode could then direct 
spatial pattern formation in the developing tissue. For instance, the high points of the electric 
field could influence genetic expression in those regions, or the directed electric force field 
could instigate cell polarity or streaming ionic currents. Ultimately, the hypothetical large 
coherence domains manifesting as EM modes are hypothesized to act as morphogenetic fields. 
 In order to assess the basic feasibility of this hypothesis, the potential role of EM resonant 
modes in plant leaf vascular patterning was explored.   Plant vascular patterns were chosen as 
a model system due to the diverse and intricate long-rang patterns forming in plant leaves, the 
fact that long-range pattern formation in leaf vasculature remains an unsolved problem, and 
that my previous work had demonstrated a use for a field concept in quantifying leaf vascular 
patterns.  In order to test the basic feasibility of the hypothesis that an endogenous electric 
field forming as a result of a coherent Frohlich-like process, and corresponding to an EM 
resonant mode of the developing leaf structure, influences leaf vascular patterning, a three-
dimensional, EM finite-element model (FEM) of a leaf primordium was constructed. The FEM 
model was designed to determine if suitable resonant modes were physically possible for 
geometric and physical parameters similar to those of developing leaf tissue. Using the FEM 
model, resonant EM modes with patterns of relevance to developing leaf vein modalities were 
detected.  
 
On account of the existence of shared geometric signatures in a leaf‘s vascular pattern and the 
electric field component of EM resonant modes supported by a developing leaf structure, 
further theoretical and experimental investigations are warranted. Significantly, this hypothesis 
is not limited to leaf vascular patterning, but may be applicable to a variety of morphogenetic 
phenomena in a number of living systems.
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Water is the most abundant compound on the surface of the Earth, and can be considered to be 
the most important molecule in living systems. Water plays a variety of cellular functions, 
being the solvent of most biological molecules, a substrate and product of enzymatic catalysis, 
an important component of macromolecules, and more. Because of importance of water in life, 
many physical and chemical treatments were invented to improve the quality of drinking 
water. Among them, the treatment with electromagnetic field is a well-known, but much 
debatable physical method. Although electromagnetic field has been utilized for treating water 
for 80 years, many reports on beneficial biological effect of electromagnetic field-treated water 
were either anecdotal or not very convincing. To explore if there is any physical base for 
understanding possible biological effects of electromagnetic field-treated water, dielectric 
relaxation spectra of deionized water treated with an extremely low frequency electromagnetic 
(ELEM) field were measured and compared with that of untreated water. 
 
It was interestingly found that the dielectric constant of the ELEM field-treated water was 
3.7% higher than the control over the frequency range of 1-10 GHz, which indicates a higher 
molecular polarization occurs in the ELEM field-treated water. Electrostatic and 
thermodynamic analysis shows that proteins or other biomacromolecules would have more 
reduced free energy when they were hydrated in high dielectric constant water. Since free 
energy is of crucial importance for stability of proteins, protein folding and its conformational 
change, as well as catalytic activity of enzymes, the free energy reduction of hydrated 
biological macromolecules may be one of critical physical changes those results in some 
possible biological effects of electromagnetic field treated water. 
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The aim of the present study was to test whether the multifractal properties of ultra-weak 
photon emission (UPE) from germinating wheat seedling (Triticum aestivum) changes when 
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the seedlings are treated with different concentrations of the toxin potassium dichromate (PD). 
To this end, UPE was measured (50 seedlings in one Petri dish, duration: approx. 16.6-28 h, 
device: Hamamatsu, H7360) from samples of three groups: (i) control (group C, N = 9), (ii) 
treated with 25 ppm of PD (group A, N = 32), and (iii) 150 ppm of PD (group B, N = 23). PD 
is a carcinogenic and genotoxic agent that can readily cross cellular membranes and inhibiting 
growth. The treatment with 25 ppm only had a mild toxic effect, 150 ppm a strong toxic effect. 
For the multifractal analysis, the following steps where performed: (i) each UPE time series 
was trimmed to a final length of 1000 min (starting from 100 s after the beginning of the 
measurement); (ii) each UPE time series was filtered (by applying a Savitzky-Golay filter 
(span: 3 samples) to remove the noise), linear detrended and scaled to the range [0, 1]; (iii) the 
multifractal spectrum (f(α)) was calculated for every UPE time series using the backward 
multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MFDFA) method; (iv) each multifractal spectrum 
was characterized by calculating the mode (αmode) of the spectrum and the degree of 
multifractality (∆α = αmax – αmin); (v) for every UPE time series its mean, skewness and 
kurtosis were also calculated; finally (vi) all obtained parameters where analyzed for their 
capability to separate the three groups by calculating the Fisher‘s discrimination ratio (FDR) 
for each parameter combination. FDR is a measure of the group discriminability (the higher 
the FDR value the higher the discriminability power). Additionally, a non-parametric test was 
used (Wilcoxon test) to test whether the parameters values are significantly different or not. 
 
The analysis showed that when comparing all the three groups, FDR had the highest values for 
the multifractal parameters (αmode, ∆α); also, the differences of these parameters between the 
groups where statistically significant (p < 0.05). The classical parameters (mean, skewness and 
kurtosis) had lower FDR values than the multifractal parameters in all cases and showed no 
significant difference between the groups (except for the skewness between group C and A). 
In conclusion, multifractal analysis enables the detection of changes in UPE time series that 
are hidden for normal linear signal analysis methods. The analysis of changes in the 
multifractal properties might be a basis to design a classification system enabling the 
intoxication of cell cultures to be quantified based on UPE measurements. A follow-up study is 
planned for this. 
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There are numerous experimental studies that give direct or indirect evidence for the existence 
of alternating current (AC) electric activity of living cells. Still, the interpretation of these 
results often is ambiguous because experiments have not been repeated yet in other laborato-
ries or the existing theories are based on some assumptions that are difficult to be proven for 
technical reasons. A rather straight-forward approach for the detection and characterisation of 
such electrical activity is to sense these fields by electronic means followed by amplification 
and signal analysis. Here an overview is given about the factors governing the sensitivity and 
detection probability of such systems. 
 
Information about the spatial orientation of such fields has been gained by 
microdielectrophoretic studies, in which the cells are suspended together with highly polari-
sable particles. These particles are observed to be concentrated in close vicinity to the cells, 
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which can be explained by an attractive force caused by strongly inhomogeneous electric AC 
fields (microdielectrophoresis). 
 
The sensor can be based on electrodes, antennas, microcoils, SQUIDs or atomic force 
microscope tips. Mostly microelectrodes have been employed so far. Judging from current 
theoretical models, the size and shape of these electrodes is crucial for an effective coupling to 
the electrically oscillating source.  
 
For highest sensitivity the following amplification stage obviously should exhibit a very low 
noise. Above that, a high input impedance is advisable in order not to attenuate the signal by  
loading the signal source. This interferes with another requirement, that of a very wide system 
bandwidth. This wide bandwidth is needed as long as existing theories and experimental 
findings only give rough estimates about the actual frequencies involved. Since commercial 
radio frequency and microwave equipment works with transmission lines of 50 Ω impedance, 
the task of the first electronic stage is not so much a voltage amplification but more a power 
amplification by impedance transformation. 
  
Detection probability strongly depends on signal analysis. Noise is strongly reduced by 
bandwidth narrowing, however, usually at the expense of temporal resolution. The pros and 
cons of spectrum analysers, filter banks and digital Fourier transformation are discussed. 
 
The type of biological cell itself and the conditions for optimal metabolic activity also have to 
be chosen carefully, which partly interfere with the electronic requirements. 
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In acupuncture and related fields it is assumed that there are special pathways in the body 
called meridians which are connected to main body systems, such as cardio-vascular, 
respiratory, digestive, etc. In this concept the pathways are exposed to the surface of human 
body in so called acupuncture points localized on skin surface.  Although use of acupuncture is 
relatively well established in western medicine as a complementary diagnostic and therapeutic 
tool, its physical and medical characterization is still largely unknown.  
 
Previous studies showed that one of the basic properties by which acupuncture components 
may be recognized are their electrical parameters. It was shown that characteristics like 
resistance or capacitance at acupuncture points usually show distinct values in comparison to 
values obtained from surrounding non-acupuncture points. 
 
According to some claims altered distribution of electrical energy may lead to physical 
manifestation of pathology in the body. The hypothesis is based on the fact that any 
pathology may cause disorder of electromagnetic homeostasis of the body that is reflected in 
electromagnetic field's characteristics surrounding a living organism and is revealed also in 
projections on the skin surface. Acquiring information from these locations may provide 
valuable diagnostic material. Moreover locations also provide treatment sites for mechanical, 
electrical, or any other type of manipulation.  

 
In general, segments of human body may be modeled by electrical circuits. Complex 
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electronic circuitry consists of conductors, capacitors and inductances. Resistive component 
reflects mainly proportion of liquids comprised in the tissue together with liquid properties of 
current conductance depending on concentration of different ions. Capacitive component 
reveals integrity of cell membranes. 
 
Our investigation was focused on critical assessment of electrical properties of single points 
and properties of meridians measured between two acupuncture points of the same meridian. 
Resistance of single points was measured by a grid of 8 x 8 telescopic needle. Further 
electrical characteristics were obtained by vector impedance analyses. Together with resistance 
and reactance, just phase angle may be a quantity reflecting health status of particular 
subsystem. LRC measurement equipment techniques and impedance analyses were employed 
for scanning in frequency range spanned from single Hz to MHz region. Frequency windows 
with distinct and resonant behavior were searched. 
 
Our case study on several subjects also compared noninvasive approach with application of 
surface electrodes and invasive one with use of acupuncture needles. In surface approach 
several alternatives were involved: conventional sticking ECG electrodes and telescopic needle 
in order to guarantee constant pressure. 
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When a high-voltage direct-current is applied to two beakers filled with water, a horizontal 
bridge forms between the two beakers. We added bacterial cells to this phenomenon to study 
their behavior in this special environment. Organisms where added to one or both beakers and 
the transport of the cells through the water bridge was monitored using microbiological 
techniques. For that purpose, E. coli (YMC10) with a plasmid (pJE202) that contains V. 
fischeri genes specifying the luminescence enzymes and encoding regulatory functions for 
luminescence were evaluated according to their fluorescence which was measured with a 
Victor spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer). E. coli top10 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, Ca, USA) were 
used for OD600 measured with a spectrophotometer. For both organisms additional dilutions 
of the solution were plated for the count of colony forming units. Due to the slightly negative 
charged cell walls the bacteria were drawn to the anode in all experiments; almost no cells 
were be found in the cathode beaker after the run if the cells were only added to the anode 
beaker. Most bacteria survived the hazardous environment, since cultures and fluorescent 
measurements show that the cells are still able to function normally and divide. Moreover, if 
bacteria are put in one beaker only, then those transported to the other beaker show a different 
behavior: their light emission is brighter and lasts longer. Possible explanations for this 
behavioral change including nutrient limitation and a ―survival of the strongest scenario‖ are 
discussed.
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The lecture presents a model of living systems considered as coherent, time-dependent 
anharmonic oscillators. It is based on the concept of space-like coherent states minimizing the 
time-energy uncertainty relation, adapted to the case of biological systems whose growth is 
described by the Gompertz or West-Brown-Enquist functions.  The coherent states of  
biological growth evolve coherently in space being localized along the classical time 
trajectory, hence, the growth is predicted to be coherent in space. The model proposed is 
consistent with the Fröhlich concept of the long-range biocoherence in which a system of 
coupled oscillators in a heat bath is supplied with energy at a constant rate. When the rate 
exceeds a certain mean rate, the oscillators condense into one giant dipole whose sub-elements 
are spatially interrelated to each other as constituents of the low-temperature macroscopic 
quantum Bose-Einstein condensates. It is proven that the Gompertz function is a special 
solution of the space-like Horodecki-Feinberg equation for the time-dependent Morse 
oscillator in the dissociation state. Its eigenvalue represents the momentum of biological 
growth, associated with a space-like material component whose properties resemble those 
attributed by vitalists to the life momentum or vital impulse. The physical characteristics of the 
life energy and momentum and their connection with the concept of zero-point momentum of 
vacuum are presented. There exists a direct link between the mass carrier of the life 
momentum and the approximate life expectancy of the growing Gompertzian system via 
quantum time-energy uncertainty relation. The results obtained reveal existence of a new class 
of macroscopic quantum phenomena, which play an important role in the biological domain. 
According to the Leggett‘s classification, one may distinguish the macroscopic quantum 
phenomena of the first kind - superfluidity, superconductivity, and the second kind - quantum 
interference of macroscopically distinct states, macroscopic tunneling via Josephson junction. 
The model proposed permits introduction in the Leggett‘s classification of a new class of the 
quasi-quantum phenomena: macroscopic quantization, uncertainty, coherence and nonlocality 
appearing in the biological systems whose growth is characterized by the Gompertz or West-
Brown-Enquist functions. 
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Effects of the compensation of the geomagnetic field to a level less than 0.4 μT (―zero 
magnetic field‖, or ZMF) on the size and movements of the human eye pupil have been 
studied. Forty people took part in the study; they were divided into groups by sex and age. 
There were four groups altogether. Each individual took part in two experiments: in one 
experiment, a real exposure to ZMF was used, and an imitation of ZMF, or ―Sham,‖ in the 
other experiment. In each experiment, tested were cognitive abilities of the people: reaction 
time, colored word recognition, color working memory, letter recognition.  
 
The average ZMF effect on cognitive processes described previously [Binhi V.N., Sarimov 
R.M. Electromagnetic Biology and Medicine, 2009, 28(3):310] was equal to 1.8%. Here we 
report that the videos of human eye movements have been recording while the people were 
tested as described above. A special system has been used for the eye movements recording. 
Then, a special computer program processed the videos to calculate the position of the pupil 
center and its size. 
 
The results of the present study demonstrate that 45-min exposure to ZMF increased pupil size 
statistically significant by about three per cent (p<0.001, t-test). It is also observed that the 
variations of pupil size between nearby frames were decreased in ZMF. In both cases, the 
magnetic effects in average were increased from the beginning to the end of the real exposure 
sessions. 
 
Results: 
1. Based on the preliminary analysis of the movies, ZMF enhances the size of human eye 
pupil. 
2. ZMF effects slowly grow during the 45-min exposure. 
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Irradiation of people with electromagnetic fields emitted from miscellaneous devices working 
in radio-frequency (RF) range may have influence, for example may affect brain processes [1]. 
The question of health impact of RF electromagnetic fields on population is still not closed. 
This article is devoted to an investigation of resonance phenomena of RF field absorption in 
the models of whole human body and body parts (like a head) of different size and shape. The 
spatial distributions of an internal field and specific absorption rate (SAR) are evaluated for the 
models of different shapes: spherical, cylindrical, realistic shape and for different size of the 
model, that represents the case of new-born, child and adult person. In the RF frequency 
region, absorption depends nonlinearly on frequency. Under certain conditions (E-
polarization), absorption reaches maximum at frequency, that is called "resonance frequency". 
The whole body absorption and the resonance frequency depends on many further parameters 
[2], [3], that are not comprehensively clarified. In this study, simulation were performed in the 
time domain in CST Microwave Studio program environment for far-field exposure in the 
wide frequency range from 10 MHz to 1 000 MHz. The simulation results showed the 
dependence of the whole-body average SAR and resonance frequency on the body dimensions, 
as well as the influence of the body shape. 
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Living organisms are comprised of large numbers of relatively simple components (proteins or 
genomic elements) that organize themselves, without the benefit of any central controller, into 
a collective complex whole that we call phenotype. This observable organism‘s morphology 
determines its chances of survival (fitness) and it is upon phenotype that natural selection acts. 
We now know that the majority of phenotypes are determined by the output from the entire 
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network and not just from an individual component. Cellular networks are dynamic systems 
that operate close to a phase transition between two different dynamical regimes; they maintain 
functionality during environmental perturbations and have means to find beneficial change. In 
other words, cellular networks are critical, robust and evolvable. Several authors compellingly 
argue that these remarkable network features emerge spontaneously or ‗for free‘ as a 
consequence of evolutionary rules. I strongly believe that in order to genuinely understand 
those rules it is of paramount importance to understand if and how a physical process named 
coherence together with intracellular water impacts the whole network with its components. 
Latest studies that irrefutably proved the existence of (quantum) coherence in the 
photosynthetic system raise a serious possibility that coherence might be omnipresent in the 
whole set of molecular interactions as a transitional synchronized behaviour of two or more 
coupled network elements. If so, then I imagine, by taking into account the extraordinary 
biological specificity, that only a certain three-dimensional architectures would allow 
particular network elements to exploit coherence. When elements dynamically reach the right 
architecture this in turn would increase the efficiency, for example of the photosystem, and the 
fitness of the whole organism is increased. Coherence, as a physical process is an inherent, 
inevitable property of matter, but network elements with its landscape of features that self-
organize into a particular three-dimensional architecture capable of being transiently in the 
coherent regime, must be the result of evolutionary adaptation by natural selection. By 
understanding biological coherence we might get important insights on how the genotype 
maps into the phenotype; especially we will learn more about the immensely complex four-
dimensional world of gene expression. Ultimately, understanding more profoundly the rules 
that govern the phenotype emergence will undoubtedly affect the ongoing discussion on how 
evolutionary theory needs to be extended. I reckon that in the (probably distant) future we can 
expect opening of such an exciting research avenue, linking evolutionary (developmental) 
biology, systems biology, complexity theory and biosemiotics with water research and 
quantum physics. But to live to see this radical new science we need first perform a 
breakthrough real-time in vivo (single-molecule or single-cell) experiment using simple 
genetic (protein) networks and prove indisputably that the coherence is the reason why certain 
architecture(s) occupied by the chosen network elements are more efficient in performing 
certain tasks. Such a multidisciplinary project is perhaps a daydream but I sense that such a 
systems approach is the only way to reach the true understanding of how cells acquire their 
fates.  
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Background: Oncothermia method (OTM) uses well controlled modulated radiofrequency 
(RF) current-flow through the target tumor. In vivo basic research work revealed the tumor-
destruction effect of OTM is mainly time-delayed, the treatment activates mechanisms of 
apoptotic cell death. In the course of this work there were interesting signs that OTM has also 
effects to the immune cells. We studied the immediate effect (Stage 1.) and a long-term effect 
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(Stage 2.) of oncothermia treatment to the immune processes and we investigated the 
synergistic effects of OTM administered together with immune-stimulants, bacterial 
lipopolisacharid (LPS) (Stage 3.). 
 
Methods:Stage 1.: Blood samples of nude mice having tumor and of voluntary human cancer 
patients were studied before and after oncothermia treatment. Samples were collected from 
tail‘s vein of mice and from finger capillaries from humans. The individual blood-collection 
was made right before and right after oncothermia treatment. Samples were examined using 
live blood cell darkfield microscopy video-imaging. Stage 2.: In vivo studies were performed 
using a BalbC/nu/nu mice xenografted to both femoral region with HT29 human colorectal 
carcinoma cell line. The right side tumor was treated with a single shot OTM treatment for 30 
minutes at 42 oC. Sampling was made after 0, 1, 4, 8, 14, 24, 48, 72, 120, 168, 216 hours. We 
sacrificed 3 mice at each time points, keeping 5 sham control animals. Tissue microarray 
(TMA) was prepared from the tissue samples. Histomorphologic (HM) and 
immunhistochemical (IHC) analysis were performed by various antibodies. Stage 3.: The 
above described nude mouse model and OTM treatment was used, but 24h before the 
treatment 100μg of LPS (originated from E. coli) was administered subcutaneously to the 
animals. Sampling was done 168 hours after the OTM treatment.  
 
Results: Stage 1.: Both in mice and human blood a definite neutrophile granulocyte activation 
(increased migration motility) is observed after oncothermia treatment compared to the 
situation before. The active motility was characteristic on all the treated donors, irrespective 
their tumors or their human or mouse origin. Stage 2.: Drastic and selective tumor-destruction 
was detected after OTM. 72 hours after the treatment a significant leucocyte infiltration was 
present in the treated tumors showing myeloperoxide (MPO) positive cells, mostly neutrophile 
granulocytes and monocytes. The maximum of the infiltration was observed 168 hours after 
the treatment. The infiltration ring shows apoptotic character (detected by Caspase 3 and 
Tunel) Stage 3.: The leukocyte infiltration ring also appeared in the left side non-treated tumor 
when LPS was applied. 
 
Conclusion: Observations of the recent studies support the hypothesis that OTM can activate 
immune cells which can help to destruct tumor tissue together with OTM treatment. In the 
presence of an immune stimulating agent (LPS) this effect can be seen also in  tumors far from 
the OTM treated area. Based on these observations a very effective combination therapeutical 
method can be developed what can be a breakthrough in the fight against malignant metastatic 
diseases. 
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Experimental data from our laboratory suggest that the emission of the resonant 
electromagnetic frequencies (rEMFs) derived from the 1H-NMR spectra of biologically active 
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substances induce on biological targets the same effects as the substances themselves. The 
rEMFs of the biologically active substances are generated from their 1H-NMR spectrum by 
multiplying the value of each peak (in ppm) of the 1H-NMR spectrum with the fundamental 
frequency of the spectrophotometer (in MHz). A series of biological substances and the rEMFs 
derived from their 1H-NMR spectra is being tested in our laborotary. Here we report the first 
results of two experimental procedures based on this concept. The first experimental procedure 
deals with the the analgesic effects caused by rEMFs derived from the 1H-NMR spectrum of 
morphine on Wistar rats. The admistration of the morphine (10 mg/kg bw) resulted in 
a significant prolongation of the reaction time to the hot plate test (>40 sec; p<0.05) and tail 
flick test (>15 sec; p<0.05). A significant prolongation was also recorded after exposure of the 
rats to the 1H-NMR spectrum of morphine (27 sec for hot plate test; 9.5 sec for tail flick test; 
p<0.05), whereas the exposure to randomly selected spectra produced no effects. Also, the 
administration of naloxone (1 mg/kg bw) abolishes the analgesic effects either of morphine (10 
mg/kg bw) or of its rEMFs. The latter indicates a specific effect of the NMR spectrum of 
morphine. The second experimental procedure deals with the anticancer effects caused by the 
rEMFs derived from the 1H-NMR spectrum of a complex (SnMNA) against cancer cell lines 
(LMS, MCF-7) and tumor bearing Wistar rats. The administration of the SnMNA complex 
prolonged the Mean Survival Time (MST) compared to the control (tumor bearing Wistar rats 
without any treatment) (48 vs 24 days; p<0.05). Furthermore, exposure of tumor bearing 
Wistar rats to the rEMFs of the 1H-NMR-SnMNA complex prolonged the MST (38 vs 24 days; 
p<0.05), while 30% of the animals survived without recrudescence. Exposure to randomly 
selected spectra produced no effects and the temperature was stable throught the exposure (no 
thermal effects) throughout all experimental procedures. Based on our results a question has 
been arisen for feature research. Could the resonant electromagnetic spectra of biologically 
active substances be used for the treatment of conditions which are now only addressed by 
synthetic drugs? 
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Ion flows generated via ion transport proteins located on cellular membranes are well known 
for maintaining the overall physiological homeostasis such as membrane potential (Vmem) 
and pHi. However, in combination with these conventional roles, they recently received more 
and more attention as pluripotent signalling molecules in various biological cascades. One 
rather interesting character of them is their role in directional cell motility, a common and 
fundamental process in development, tissue regeneration, wound healing, immune response, 
and tumour metastasis. Our study focuses on investigating the interactions of Na+,K+-ATPase 
(Vmem) and of N+,H+ exchanger  (pHi) with cytoskeletal proteins in persistent directional 
cell migration and the changes in the intracellular ion contents in tissue regeneration. So far, 
we showed that active Na+,K+-ATPase along with vinculin involves in adhesion turnover 
while N+,H+ exchanger activity associates ß-actin to form de novo protrusions at the leading 
edge of polarized cells in vitro. Congruent with this, relatively hyperpolarized cell membrane 
at the front and depolarized ones at the back of cells. This can be linked to the localized 
activity of Na+,K+-ATPase for maintaining the cellular orientation. Moreover, cellular 
directedness is disrupted when Na+,K+-ATPase or N+,H+ exchanger is inhibited, confirming 
that these two proteins are required for perceiving the direction. Employing ion specific vital 
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dyes, we demonstrated (non-invasively) that intracellular ion contents, Ca2+, K+, Na+, H+ and 
Vmem, are dynamically changing during axolotl tail regeneration in vivo. Especially changes 
of Na+ and H+ flows, and Vmem are of interest because they are initiated at the very early 
phase of regeneration process (6 hours post amputation) and last for a few days. None of these 
changes are observed in uncut tails. Taken together, our data might indicate a critical role for 
Na+ and H+ flows and for Vmem during tissue regeneration and their functional roles should 
be investigated further in more detail.  
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A growing number of contradictions and inconsistencies have accumulated within the 
genetically deterministic paradigm of cancer, making it inadequate for sufficient understanding 
of this pathology. Two most important arguments against the genetic origin of cancer are the 
highly unspecific nature of cancer mutations, as revealed e.g. by systematic sequencing of 
cancer genomes, and the so called non-cell-autonomous factors, which point to a crucial role 
of the tissue microenvironment and its structure-functional integrity for cancer development.   
 
In the last decade alone, scientific attention has turned dramatically towards the metabolic, 
bioenergetic, developmental, and systems biology aspects of cancer, reflecting a gradual 
paradigm shift towards its non-genetic origin. One of the emerging concepts within this 
paradigm is biological coherence, a phase and/or frequency synchronized behaviour of coupled 
elements within a biological system, which is able to influence biological processes in a 
biologically meaningful way. Since Fröhlich‘s time, cancer has been associated with an 
improper or insufficient coherent dynamics associated with specific cellular subsystems. 
Recently, a Czech group of biophysicists has proposed that the electric field around normal 
mitochondria and their electromagnetic energy output might be necessary for exciting coherent 
modes in microtubules, a major component of the cytoskeleton.   
 
The link between mitochondria and the microtubules can have many consequences on cancer 
aetiology. Since the majority of carcinomas manifest the bioenergetic hallmark – impaired 
energy metabolism in mitochondria and its consequent substitution with glycolysis and 
glutaminolysis – disturbed energy and/or information flow, coherence, and cancer may be 
intimately connected concepts. It is theoretically predicted that coherence represents the 
underlying physical mechanism for the proper coordination of many biological processes at 
different levels of biological organization, such as transport of energy and metabolites, 
metabolic interactions, and information processing. Thus energy and information, as cardinal 
concepts in biology can directly affect, as well as be affected by, an impairment of the coherent 
dynamics – not linearly, but rather in a circular, self-reinforcing manner, progressively causing 
a global and unspecific (self-)disorganization of multiple metabolic pathways and gene 
regulatory networks, in accordance with cancer phenomenology. The idea of the global 
progressive disorganization fits well with the recent integrative theories regarding the origin of 
cancer, which seems highly unspecific and nondeterministic from the molecular perspective. 
Two such approaches are the cancer epigenetics with the concept of epigenetic instability, and 
systems developmental approach of the cancer attractor theory. We suggest that the notion of 
biological coherence may connect different aspects of cancer into a more synthetic 
understanding of this overwhelmingly complex disease.  
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The physiology of cellular gravisensing is still a mystery today. Despite nearly 100 years of 
research on plants, perception and response to gravity is still largely unknown. For plants there 
exist a statolith  mechanical sensing model and a gravity re-distribution of auxin in the  
Cholodny – Went hypothesis. Those explanations appear to be of limited use in understanding 
the role of gravity in complex chemical synthesis like e.g. the expression of multi-drug 
resistant proteins in Jurkat cells or enhanced gene transfer. There are also observations of 
gravity induced changes in direction and magnitude of trans-cell Ca2+ currents. 
 
It is difficult to fit these observations into similarities of one of the plant-geotropism based 
models. Most likely, gravity influences the form of the cell and perhaps that some of the 
reported effects like Ca2+ currents are influenced thereby. 
 
The present theory will recapitulate the necessary unification of gravity and electromagnetic 
field theory. Changes in cellular form will be derived from possible paths on the cell surface 
due to electromagnetic homeostasis of the cell but changes in gravity conditions. The 
electromagnetic homeostasis of the cell is thought to arise from cellular  metabolic processes. 
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Research of interactions between EM Field and biological systems is of growing interests 
elsewhere. Also in the Czech Republic there are several groups working in this field, often in 
very broad international co-operations. We will describe here mainly basic technical equipment 
developed for 5 different research projects in the discussed area of interactions of EM field and 
biological systems. 
 
In present time four research institutions here in the Czech Republic run research projects 
focused on studies of interactions between EM field and biological systems. These institutions 
are technically supported by Dept. of EM Field of the Czech Technical University in Prague. 
In this contribution we would like to give more details about that projects and obtained 
technical results (i.e. description of developed exposition systems). 
 
Three of discussed projects (1 in Germany and 2 here in Czech Republic) are basic research 
for simulation of the microwave hyperthermia treatment. Other two projects (both in Czech 
Republic) are focused on simulation of the case of exposition by mobile phone. 
 
In the modern view, cancer is intended as a complex illness, involving the cells that undergo to 
transformation, their environment, and the general responses at biochemical and biological 
levels induced in the host. Consequently, the anti-cancer treatment protocols need to be multi-
modal to reach curative effects. Especially after the technical improvements achieved in the 
last 15 years by bio-medical engineering, microscopy devices, and molecular biology methods, 
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the combinations of therapeutic procedures are growing in interest in basic and in clinical 
research.  
 
The combination of applied biological research together to the physical sciences can offer 
important perspectives in anticancer therapy (e.g. different methodologies and technical 
devices for application of energies to pathological tissues).  
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Exposure of living organisms by electromagnetic field and its effects is an important point of 
interest for many scientists (and for public as well) and its priority rises every day because it is 
not entirely clear how living tissue interact with EM field from biological and medical point of 
view. 
 
In this work we describe a new system for exposure of living cells by homogeneous 
electromagnetic field which allows visible and IR visualization of the process. Thus we can 
examine how cell temperature is changing when exposed either to lower or even higher level 
of power of EM field and we can also inspect cells before and after exposure, in future using 
e.g. microscope, confocal microscope or some other methods. 
 
We aim to document whole process as it is dynamic and draw conclusions on what are the 
effects of various powers of electromagnetic field on living cells and during which part of the 
exposure these changes take place. The preliminary results in form of graphical analysis of 
process and images from exposure and simulation with commentary are presented. This work 
helps to provide deeper understanding of exposure of living cells and opens up new ways for 
further research. 
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In this contribution we deal with simulations of 3D SAR distribution obtained by array of 
microwave stripline TEM mode applicators of the same type radiating to area to be treated at 
frequency 70 MHz. In this study we compare the 3D SAR distribution in a homogeneous agar 
phantom (which has similar characteristics to muscle tissue) with that in an anatomical based 
biological model (which has been developed from a computer tomography scan). Discussed 
applicators are made of highly conductible material (copper) and lateral sides of applicator are 
from acrylic glass. TEM wave is being transferred along a section of microwave stripline 
transmission line with cross-section dimensions 100 x 60 mm and length 125 mm. Horn 
section of applicator has length 125 mm as well. The horn aperture has dimensions 180 x 120 
mm. Between cylindrical agar phantom and applicator aperture there is a water bolus. The 
matrix composition of several applicators of the same kind has been studied and will be 
described in details in full paper. Homogeneous agar phantom represents one of tissues of 
human body, in our case muscle tissue. The TEM applicator is simulated by aid of the 
SEMCAD X EM Field simulator (SPEAG, Schmid & Partner Engineering AG, Switzerland). 
Anatomical based biological model is a 3D model of human body, where several types of 
tissue are taken into account. This anatomical model is created from 2 dimensional scans (CT 
scans) by segmentation program – 3D-DOCTOR (vector-based 3D imaging, modeling and 
measurement software). The SAR distributions acquire theirs maximum at the same locations 
both in agar and in anatomical phantom, but the shape of the SAR distribution in the 
anatomical phantom is influenced by the fat and bone tissue in the studied area. Simulation of 
SAR distribution in a homogeneous agar phantom is used for basic evaluation of microwave 
applicator. But in case of hyperthermic treatment planning it is very useful to create an 
anatomical model of the treatment area of patient. 
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The QED theory of coherence domains (CD) (Del Giudice and Preparata) meets a view on 
water as „an active substance saturated with life-giving properties― (Ben-Jacob). Using the low 
effective mass of CDs (meff = 13.6 eV) we evaluated the cell size and shape by models based 
on Bose-type condensation, CD translation in spherical and cylindrical wells, and an oscillator 
consisting of two interacting CDs. The results matched to bacteria, yeast and erythrocytes, and 
explained why the D2O toxicity is higher for eukaryotes. A fission model of a CDs liquid drop 
explained cell mitosis. Here we evaluate the cell size based on fluctuations of CDs‗ number N 
in the cell and on the number-phase incertitude relationship.  

 
A CD in a spherical cell exerts a force upon the membrane, and thus a ‗gas‘ formed by N CDs 

bears a pressure. From this one may show that the relative fluctuations N/N of the number of 

CDs in the cell are proportional to the cell radius a, while the absolute value N of fluctuations 
increases with a and N1/2. As fluctuations may never be infinite, all cells must be of finite size 
and contain a finite number of CDs.  

 
To account for the cell stability we impose N/N < 1 and estimate thus a maximum for cell 
radius. This evidences an increase of cell complexity as esteemed by N with its size a; in fact 
the complex eukaryotic cells are larger than the simple prokaryotic ones. At 310 K, for the 

smallest possible life-compatible number of CDs, N = 2, a should be smaller than 1.08 m, as 
observed for many bacteria. Conversely in yeast, the smallest eukaryote cell, with a = 1.5–2.0 

m, one expects N > 4–7; for larger eukaryotic cells with a = 19 m, N > 25. 
 
In yeast there are high relative fluctuations (< 99%), which may be adaptively advantageous 
and useful during mitosis.  
 
Assuming that the CDs form together a coherent state, the number-phase incertitude 

relationship, N > 1/2 (Heisenberg limit) gives the phase dispersion. The maximum 

coherence between CDs ( = min) is found in the ground state (n = 1), in accordance with 

Fröhlich‗s model. The coherence increases ( decreases) with N and a; highly specialized 
eukaryotic cells, with precisely coordinated activities, show a higher coherence and also larger 

size. A given value o defines a minimum radius of the cell. At 310 K and taking arbitrarily 

o  0.356 rad, a > 0.76 m with N = 2; with N = 6, a > 0.44 m, which is the radius of 

Mycoplasma, the smallest known cell. With N = 25, a > 0.22 m; thus a radius of 0.22–19 m 
is possible; therefore the CDs ‗aggregation state‘ may vary from a ‗solid‘ cluster to a ‗gas‘, 
and may play a role in the biological diversity of cells. 
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